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Publisher’s Thoughts
Dear Reader,
 Happy New Year! This issue marks the beginning 
of THE NEW SOCIAL WORKER’s 19th year of publica-
tion! I cannot believe how my “baby” has grown and 
developed over the years! 
 Do you make New Year’s Resolutions? Kryss shares 
hers with us on page 26. Whether you call them resolu-
tions, goals, or a bucket list, knowing what direction you 
are headed—both personally and professionally—can 
help you get there!
 Social workers encounter many difficult issues with 
their clients and in their everyday practice. Some of 
these issues, such as child sexual abuse, have been prominent in the national 
and local news lately. (See Jenna Mehnert’s letter to the editor on page 7.) 
The general public is, as a result, becoming more aware of some of the issues 
we all know all too well as social workers. It is unfortunate that it took some 
high-profile cases to get the attention of the press and legislators. Hopefully, 
this attention will result in improvements in reporting and legislation regard-
ing child sexual abuse and other important social issues.
 In this issue of THE NEW SOCIAL WORKER, we address some of the 
difficult issues.  For example, how do you approach telling a client some-
thing that you know he or she will not want to hear? How and when do you 
warn someone of potential harm? Can veterans learn a new way to think 
about surrender when in substance abuse treatment? And what can be done 
about sexualization of young girls in today’s entertainment media?
 In this issue, we are introducing a new feature called, “What Every New 
Social Worker Needs to Know About....” I am happy that Nicole Clark, an 
expert in and advocate for women’s reproductive and sexual health, agreed to 
write our first installment in this series.
 Two social workers write about passion in social work careers in this 
issue. Katie Ullman recalls how her field placement helped her find that 
passion. Then on page 18, Sonya Hunte provides tips for turning your own 
passion into a successful social work career.
 Do you have ideas or experiences you would like to share with our read-
ers? Perhaps you would like to write an article or serve as an expert inter-
viewee for a future issue! Let me know.
 Until next time—happy reading!

Write for The New Social Worker
 We are looking for articles from social work practitioners, students, and educators. 
 Some areas of particular interest are: social work ethics; student field placement; 
practice specialties; technology; “what every new social worker needs to know,” and 
news of unusual, creative, or nontraditional social work.
 Feature articles run 1,500-2,000 words in length. News articles are typically 100-
150 words. Our style is conversational, practical, and educational. Write as if you are 
having a conversation with a student or colleague. What do you want him or her to 
know about the topic? What would you want to know? Use examples.
 The best articles have a specific focus. If you are writing an ethics article, focus 
on a particular aspect of ethics. For example, analyze a specific portion of the NASW 
Code of Ethics (including examples), or talk about ethical issues unique to a particular 
practice setting. When possible, include one or two resources at the end of your 
article—books, additional reading materials, and/or Web sites.
 We also want photos of social workers and social work students “in action” for our 
cover, and photos to accompany your news articles!
 Send submissions to lindagrobman@socialworker.com.
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Carmelina Gilberto
by Barbara Trainin Blank

Gilberto—continued on page 21

 One of Carmelina 
Gilberto’s simple joys 
is going home for the 
weekend. She lives in 
a house in DC that she 
shares with her best 
friends near the campus 
of Catholic University 
of America, where she 
is pursuing her BSW 
degree.  “Home” is 
Annapolis, Maryland, 
where she goes for 
birthdays, holidays, 
school breaks, and to get 
a home-cooked Italian 
meal from her mother 
or Nonna (grandmoth-
er). With her busy work 
and school schedule, it 
is something she doesn’t 
do often.
 “I love my family, 
coming home and talk-
ing to them,” she says. 
“A lot of my family is in 
Italy, but there’s a pretty 
large family here, too—
one of my grandmothers 
has a lot of brothers and 
sisters.” 
 Both sets of grand-
parents come from 
Italy. After Gilberto’s 
parents’ divorce when 
she was in sixth grade, 
her father moved back 
there. Gilberto, 21, has 
one sister three years 
younger.
 Aside from academ-
ics,  Gilberto is  doing 
an internship at National 
Rehabilitation Hospital. 
She does intake evalu-
ations and assists in 
family conferences with 
insurance companies. 
The hospital serves 
pediatric patients and 
adults who have suffered 
stroke, spinal injury, and 
other trauma. 
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 “I learn something new every day,” 
she says.  
 She is likely to be even busier and 
learn even more, now that she is serving 
as the national BSW Student Representa-
tive for the National Association of Social 
Workers (NASW).
 She was first exposed to the help-
ing professions when she underwent 
therapy to deal with her parents’ split. 
But Gilberto’s interest in social work 
blossomed during her sophomore year of 
high school, when she took a service trip 
for a week to Baltimore to work with kids 
from low-income families. 
 “I played with the children and had 
an interaction they didn’t get with their 
parents,” she says. “That sparked what I 
wanted to do.”
 Gilberto was a volunteer coordina-
tor for the Jumpstart program of Ameri-
Corps at the Catholic University from 
December 2010 to May 2011. In that 
position, she was responsible for plan-
ning and involving students in volunteer 
events and recruiting, training, and man-
aging volunteers for one-day, short-term, 
and long-term service projects.
 The experience was so seminal 
that it formulated her goals. She knows 
she wants to work with children, and 
she wants to help low-income popula-
tions. After completing her BSW, in 
fact, Gilberto would like to work for 
Teach of America—another AmeriCorps 
program—probably before going on for 
a master’s. 
 She has worked with children in 
other capacities, as well. In March 2010 
as a team member, and again in March 
2011 as a team leader, she participated 
in Mission Jamaica trips through her col-
lege. There, Gilberto taught first graders, 
helped in the assisted living home for the 
abandoned elderly, and helped refurbish 
homes and schools. 
 “Carmelina is a student with a bright 
smile who is always willing to help,” says 
Emmjolee Mendoza, associate director 
of the Campus Ministry and Community 
Service at Catholic University, who led 
the second mission. “She has leader-
ship qualities—having a positive attitude, 

engaging other people, and a willingness 
to help.” 
 Gilberto was a team leader for DC 
Reads, a  program in which she tutored 
low-income third and sixth graders in lit-
erature, among other responsibilities. On 
campus, she is vice president of BASSO, 
the student social work group.
 Her selection as NASW representa-
tive was assisted by the nomination of 
Anthony J.  Hill, who taught her in two 
policy courses. 
 “I nominated Carmelina because of 
her proven leadership in the classroom,” 
says Hill, assistant clinical professor at 
Catholic University, National Catholic 
School of Social Service.
 That leadership, he says, was dem-
onstrated particularly in group projects.
 “Carmelina is able to build group 
consensus to move the group forward,” 
Hill adds. “She has also demonstrated 
leadership potential through her volun-
teer activities on campus and abroad. I 
knew about her work in Jamaica and saw 
her ability to build a consensus on group 
assignments.”
 Gilberto is “very articulate, not 
afraid to speak up,” he adds. 
 Being elected was “huge” for the 
BSW student.
 Influencing others definitely requires 
a certain outgoing nature and belief in 
oneself, and Gilberto admits she has 

Carmelina Gilberto
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Since the Tarasoff case in l974, duty 
to warn and duty to protect have 
become important as concepts in 

the field of social work and other helping 
disciplines. Being able to protect poten-
tial victims from harm and protecting 
clients from self-harm have become 
ethical obligations in social work prac-
tice. This area needs to be explored and 
understood by social work practitioners, 
educators, and social work students. 
Duty to warn and duty to protect have 
ethical implications for all social workers. 
 Walcott, Cerundolo, and Beck (2001) 
describe the facts of the Tarasoff case. 
Prosenjit Poddar and Tatiana Tarasoff 
were students at UCLA. Poddar stated to 
the university health science psycholo-
gist that he intended to kill an unnamed 
woman, who was identified as Tatiana 
Tarasoff. Although the psychotherapist 
did not directly warn Tarasoff or the fam-
ily, the psychologist notified the police, 
who interviewed Poddar for commit-
ment. The police only warned Tarasoff 
to stay away. After Poddar returned for 
the summer from Brazil, he murdered 
Tatiana with a knife. Tarasoff’s family 
sued the campus police and the universi-
ty health service for negligence. Walcott, 
Cerundolo, and Beck (2001) cite the 
second Tarasoff case, establishing a duty 
to protect. 

When a therapist determines, or pursu-
ant to the standards of his profession 
should determine, that his patient 
presents a serious danger of violence to 
another, he incurs an obligation to use 
reasonable care to protect the intended 
victim against such danger. The discharge 
of the duty may require the therapist to 
take one or more various steps, depending 
on the nature of the case. Thus, it may 
call for him to warn the intended victim 
or others likely to appraise the victims of 
that danger, to notify the police or take 
whatever steps are reasonably necessary 
under the circumstances (p. 340). 

 
 The Tarasoff case imposed a liability 
on all mental health professionals to 
protect a victim from violent acts. The 
first Tarasoff case imposed a duty to warn 
the victim, whereas the second Tarasoff 
case implies a duty to protect (Kopels & 
Kagle, 1993). There are many concerns 

Duty To Warn, Duty To Protect
by Steven Granich, LCSW, MPA, DSW

about the implications of the Tarasoff 
case, especially around the confidential-
ity of the client-social worker relationship 
and violent clients avoiding treatment.  
 Since the second Tarasoff decision 
in 1976, there has been argument and 
debate as to the applicability of this judg-
ment to the client-social worker relation-
ship. The environment has changed for 
social work and confidentiality, as social 
workers now divulge confidential infor-
mation to third-party payers. Tarasoff is 
an important decision with legal impli-
cations, and only 13 states in the U.S. 
lacked Tarasoff-like provisions at the 
time of Herbert’s report in 2002. 
 Duty to warn means that the social 
worker must verbally tell the intended 
victim that there is a foreseeable danger 
of violence. Duty to protect implies a ther-
apist determining that his or her patient 
presents a serious danger of violence to 
another and an obligation to use reason-
able care to protect the intended victim 
against danger (Harvard Mental Health 
Letter, 2008, January). This may entail 
a warning, police notification, or other 
necessary steps. 
 Duty to warn and duty to pro-
tect have implications for social work 
practitioners in the fields of mental 
health, HIV/AIDS, domestic violence, 
and medical social work. There are also 
serious implications for malpractice and 
unethical behavior. What began as a 
mental health issue has been expanded 
to other fields of social work practice. 

Duty to Warn and Duty to 
Protect in Mental Health  

 In the field of mental health, it is dif-
ficult to actually make predictions of cli-
ent violence. The Harvard Mental Health 
Letter (2006, January) makes recommen-
dations for handling duty to protect with 
homicidal and suicidal patients.
 

The principles for managing a threat of 
violence are generally the same as those 
for dealing with a suicidal threat. Thera-
pists should find out whether a patient 
has ever seriously injured or thought 
about seriously injuring another person. 
Especially with new patients or any 
patients whose symptoms are becoming 

worse, it is important to know whether 
they are dangerous to others and whether 
the danger is due to mental illness. Is 
the patient losing the capacity to control 
violent impulses? (p.4) 

 Duty to protect can involve warn-
ing the potential victim, notifying the 
police, starting a commitment hearing, 
informing mental health evaluators of the 
threat, and utilizing professional supervi-
sion. Duty to protect involves working 
with homicidal and suicidal clients. The 
obligation of duty to protect varies from 
state to state (Dolgoff, Loewenberg, & 
Harrington, 2009).
 Failure to protect potential victims 
of violence can result in losing one’s job 
at an agency. Consider the following 
hypothetical example.
 

A professional social worker conducted 
an intake interview with a client with 
a history of mental health problems and 
violence toward his father. The client was 
somewhat delusional and stated that he 
might hurt his father that evening. The 
social worker made no effort to commit the 
patient for hospitalization. That evening, 
the patient became violent and broke 
his father’s leg. The next day, the social 
worker was fired for negligence.  

 Protecting the well being of homicid-
al and suicidal clients is the obligation of 
professional social workers. Social work-
ers should frequently utilize supervision 
and consultation when working on this 
issue of duty to protect, because it has 
ethical and malpractice considerations. 
  

Duty to Warn and Protect in 
HIV/AIDS Cases  

 Social workers often work with 
clients who are HIV-positive or have 
AIDS. Confidentiality is very important 
to such clients, because of the stigma 
attached. Huprich, Fuller, and Schnei-
der (2003) consider the question as to 
whether the therapist has the obligation 
to warn a third party of risk of transmis-
sion of HIV if his or her client is actually 
putting another party at risk. Stanard and 
Hazler (1995) report a case in which duty 
to protect seems important. 
 

Ethics
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Journal of 
Social Work 

Values and Ethics
http://www.socialworker.

com/jswve
 The Journal of Social Work Values 
and Ethics is an online, free, full-text 
peer-reviewed journal published 
by the publisher of The New Social 
Worker.
 The Journal, edited by Stephen 
M. Marson, Ph.D., and Donna 
DeAngelis, MSW, and published 
twice a year, is available at http://
www.socialworker.com/jswve. The 
Journal examines the ethical and 
values issues that impact and are in-
terwoven with social work practice, 
research, and theory development. 
 Selected articles from the Jour-
nal of Social Work Values and Ethics 
can be read for continuing eduation 
credits. See http://www.socialworker.
com/jswve/content/view/57/52/ for 
details.
 Register for free to receive the 
Table of Contents of each issue. 

Brian is a 24-year-old married bisexual 
man entering counseling to deal with 
grief and depression associated with a 
recent diagnosis of HIV infection. During 
the course of counseling, Brian discloses 
that he continues to be sexually active 
with his wife and also occasionally with 
anonymous male partners. Brian has 
not disclosed his diagnosis to anyone and 
maintains that it is not necessary to do so 
because he practices “safe sex.” (p. 397) 

 Melchert and Patterson (1999) 
discuss how being HIV-positive may 
pose a different situation from that of the 
Tarasoff case. Mental health profession-
als do not have the legal right to disclose 
that a person is HIV-positive to another 
person. This is at the discretion of physi-
cians in many states. However, social 
workers and mental health professionals 
must struggle with this legal situation if 
a client insists on potentially harming 
another person through risk of transmis-
sion of HIV. 

Domestic Violence 

 In domestic violence situations, 
there can be an identified threat of harm 

to a victim. Domestic violence is a cross 
cutting issue that affects the daily lives 
of many people receiving social ser-
vices (Danis, 2003). People who commit 
domestic violence will often commit 
criminal acts such as homicide, assault 
and battery, criminal trespass, terroris-
tic threats, stalking, and sexual assault. 
Depending on the state, social workers 
have a legal obligation to report threats 
of violence and to warn the potential 
victims. Attorneys sometimes play a 
similar role to that of social workers and 
are privy to information about potential 
violence. Different states have varying 
levels of obligation to report specific 
threats of violence or intention to act 
(Buel & Drew, 2007). 
 In working with clients who have a 
history of domestic violence, it is impor-
tant to do a risk assessment of the situa-
tion to determine if there is a potential 
for harm. Also, the social worker needs 
to make every effort to try to defuse any 
potentially violent situation. Good clini-
cal practice encourages social workers to 
send battering partners to groups to work 
on issues of anger management. Social 
workers also need to protect potential 
victims by referring them to safe places 
where they are not exposed to violence. 

http://www.socialworker.com/jswve
http://www.socialworker.com/jswve/content/view/57/52/
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Couples therapy can work when each 
person has contracted for no further 
incidents of violence. 
 Consider this hypothetical case 
vignette, in which duty to warn a poten-
tial domestic violence victim presents a 
dilemma for a social worker. 

A social worker is counseling a couple 
around issues of domestic violence. The 
husband reports that he has made threat-
ening comments to his wife in the past. 
The wife has threatened to divorce her 
husband. The husband has stated that he 
would hurt his wife if they divorced. 

 The social worker must make a deci-
sion. Should she report the case to the 
police as a threat? Is this threat serious? 
How is she going to assess the situation 
to possibly carry out a duty to warn?  

Duty to Warn and Protect in 
Medical Social Work 

 Social workers practice in the medi-
cal field, where many ethical dilemmas 
may arise with respect to duty to warn 
and duty to protect. With an increasing 
population of older clients in the United 
States, there are issues around caring for 
the frail elderly. Their children may not 
be willing to accept the recommenda-
tions that social workers make for their 
parents’ care. Following is a hypothetical 
vignette of just such a situation. 

A social worker has recommended that 
an 88-year-old woman receive home 
health care. The family refuses this 
request, feeling that the 88-year-old 
woman can care for herself in her home. 
There is extreme danger of falling, miss-
ing meals, and not remembering to take 
medication at scheduled times. The social 
worker considers reporting this situation 
to Adult Protective Services.  

 Social workers may be consulted by 
medical personnel to help resolve issues 
in genetic counseling. Issues of duty to 
warn and duty to protect may come into 
play, for example, if a patient refuses 
to disclose genetic information or test 
results to a relative. A physician may 
need to consult a medical social worker 
to work with the family on this critical 
issue, because sharing the information 
may save the relative’s life. 
 Following is a hypothetical situa-
tion: 

A 34-year-old woman receives the results 
of testing for cystic fibrosis, showing the 
probability of transmission of the disease 
through genetics. She wants to become 
pregnant but does not want to tell her 
husband about the test results. This 
presents a dilemma for the social worker 
who is counseling her. 

 
 Pullman and Hodgkinson (2006) 
discuss the issue of whether duty to warn 
in situations of genetics overrides consid-
erations of confidentiality. In the United 
States, case law is expanding the respon-
sibility of clinicians beyond patients to 
include family members. 

Ethical Concerns and the 
Duty to Warn and Duty to 
Protect

 Since the first Tarasoff decision in 
1974, there has been an expansion of the 
debate around duty to warn and duty to 
protect, in that the social work literature 
has expanded to include mental health, 
HIV/AIDS, domestic violence, and 
medical issues. Social workers are con-
fronted every day with difficult ethical 
concerns around duty to warn and duty 
to protect beyond the mental health field. 
Social work educators, practitioners, and 
students need to become knowledgeable 
about these concepts and their applica-
tion in various specialties of social work. 
 A social worker must assess whether 
and when to apply duty to warn or pro-
tect and when to protect confidentiality, 
and this is not an easy decision. Appel-
baum (1985) states that since the time 
of Tarasoff, mental health professionals 
have been concerned about confiden-
tiality and the prediction of dangerous-
ness. He sees three stages to making 
this decision: (1) gather relevant data to 
evaluate dangerousness and make a de-
termination based on this data, (2) once 
determining a situation to be dangerous 
a course of action must be taken, and (3) 
the therapist must implement this deci-
sion.  
 Borum and Reddy (2001) believe 
that a fact-based deductive approach is 
effective in dealing with the issue of duty 
to warn and duty to protect. They posit 
that the challenges to making a decision 
about duty to warn and to protect are 
based on whether the client poses a seri-
ous risk of violence to another and what 
steps are necessary to protect an intend-
ed victim. The question for the clinician 

is whether in this situation something 
should be done and then what to do. The 
ethical obligation of confidentiality may 
conflict with the objective of preventing 
harm to others. To make this determina-
tion, Borum and Reddy (2001) state that 
the clinician must distinguish between 
making a threat and posing a threat, 
inquire into attack-related behavior, and 
conceptualize and gauge the client’s risk 
as a dynamic pathway to action. 
 Two hypothetical cases illustrate the 
duty to warn and duty to protect as they 
relate to confidentiality. 

Case 1 

John is a 35-year-old delusional mental 
health client who has been hospitalized 
numerous times. He states that he does 
not like his brother who lives in Califor-
nia and states that he has threatened him 
in the past. Today, the client has made 
a phone call to his brother again and 
threatened to beat him up. The social 
worker in assessing the dangerousness of 
the situation decides that there is no duty 
to protect or warn. The social worker 
determines that the threat posed is not 
serious. The social worker refers him to 
his psychiatrist for a medication check. 

Case 2 

David is a 35-year-old male who has a 
history of domestic violence toward his 
wife. Both David and his wife are in 
counseling separately for David’s violence 
toward his wife. In the counseling session, 
David insists that he is going to hurt his 
wife tonight at the house. He says that 
he is going to use a club or hurt her if she 
does not straighten up.The social worker 
questions further and determines that this 
threat is very serious. David has hurt his 
wife three times with moderate injury 
each time. The social worker decides that 
there is a duty to warn based on the threat 
posed to David’s wife.

   
 A social worker failing to become 
knowledgeable about these critical issues 
can be subject to ethical and legal prob-
lems, including malpractice and ethical 
complaints before licensing boards. 
Social workers need to seek out knowledge 
in this area to be effective practitioners and 
educators. NASW provides a valuable 
Web site (http://www.naswdc.org/ldf/
legal_issue/2008/200802.asp?back=yes 
) on duty to warn laws in different states 
(NASW, 2011).   
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Dear Editor:
 In the wake of the Jerry Sandusky sexual abuse allega-
tions, this is a time to raise awareness about the potential 
of sexual abuse in our communities. Children are sexually 
abused at alarmingly high rates in our country. The FBI es-
timates 1 in 3 girls and 1 in 7 boys will be sexually abused 
before they turn 18. While strangers do abduct children, 
the rate of stranger abductions is only about .0017 per 1,000 
children. The real danger for children comes from neigh-
bors, relatives, coaches, priests, and teachers. Sexual abuse 
knows no socio-economic, racial, religious, or cultural 
limitations. White, wealthy, heterosexual men with families 
and wives sexually abuse more than any other group of 
people. Sex offenders are charming, skilled deviants who 
groom their victims into submission or at least silence. 
 Our society sexualizes everything from toothpaste 
to soda in advertising. But we fail to prepare children to 
respond to the sexually abusive acts. Victims, who are 
children, are made to feel responsible for the acts of adults. 
Childhood abuse does immeasurable damage to self-esteem 
and one’s ability to trust. Sex is everywhere, but our children 
have limited understanding, knowledge, or empowerment 
about their own bodies. Sexual abuse is the silent epidemic 
that is damaging generation after generation of our children. 
It is time we stop allowing our fears about discussing 
sexuality and criminal behavior to create fertile ground for 
sex offenders to prey on the trust of our children. 
 This latest case, like every case of child sexual abuse, 
deserves an immense public outcry. Listening to the news 
accounts, this story seems almost as much about Penn State 
and its football program as it is about a child or children 
being raped by a grown man. In fact, the media is coding 
rape in nice words like “sexual abuse” or “sexual as-
sault” or “inappropriate touching.” These are violent acts. 
There may not be gory pictures of blood soaked walls like 
traditional crime scene photos, but don’t fool yourself into 
thinking that nobody was hurt too badly by a little touch-
ing. The sexual abuse of a child, any child, is a violent 
act. Offenders have often groomed their victims so well 
that the offender thinks the abuse is a consensual act. This 
delusional justification is part of the pathology that allows 
sex offenders to continue preying on children. 
 The most important lesson we can take from this case 
has nothing to do with football or coaching, but is simply 
that adults can prevent child sexual abuse. We in fact have 
a collective moral responsibility to prevent, stop, and 
report suspected abuse. It is law enforcement and child 
welfare’s responsibility to determine what legal actions to 
take, but it is your responsibility to make that call. Step 
up and do what is right. Send a message that you will not 
tolerate child abuse in your community.

Jenna Mehnert, MSW, ACSW
Executive Director, NASW, Pennsylvania Chapter

Editor’s Note: Read more about mandatory reporting of 
suspected child abuse at: http://www.childwelfare.gov/
systemwide/laws_policies/statutes/manda.cfm.

Letter to the Editor
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Are you looking for a 
social work job? 

Or looking to hire a 
professional social worker?

Visit our state-of-the-art 
online job board:

socialworkjobbank.com

People often ask, “Why social 
work?” It is almost inevitable that 
a social work student will be asked 

to answer this question multiple times 
during his or her social work education. 
Of course, many people will answer with 
something along the lines of “wanting to 
help people.” Personally, I have always 
hated this question. I knew I wanted a 
career in social work, but I could never 
find the words to fully explain why. 
Becoming a social worker was something 
that just seemed right, an unexplainable 
feeling that this is what I am supposed to 
do. Having a feeling is great (especially 
in this field), but I needed a more defi-
nite answer. I needed a universal answer 
I could tell to salesclerks, my 80-year-old 
grandfather, and potential employers. So 
how do you capture your passion for so-
cial work in words? I struggled with this 
question for a long time, and it wasn’t 
until the end of my field placement that I 
finally understood what social work actu-
ally means to me.
 My first official field placement was 
at Families Moving Forward, a support-
ive program to assist families experienc-
ing homelessness. This field placement 
was everything I could have hoped for: 
an amazing field instructor, friendly 
staff, meaningful work, support, inde-
pendence, and my very own caseload. 
The abundance of knowledge I obtained 
during my placement was something for 
which I will forever be grateful. 
 As my hours were coming to an 
end, I began to invest less of myself at 
my internship. As many social work 
students understand, I was juggling far 
too many things to finish school. Papers, 
tests, work, field placement, family, 
friends were taking a toll on me. I was on 
a race to the finish line, counting hours 
until I could breathe again. It was in the 
midst of this chaos that I finally began 
to answer the infamous question, “Why 
social work?”
 My last case started out seeming 
ordinary. Little did I know Mary would 

have such an influence me. Mary was a 
hardworking single mother who came 
to Families Moving Forward seeking 
shelter. She was a delight to be around 
and was a breath of fresh air to the 
emergency shelter program. Mary had 
an associate’s degree and was considered 
highly employable. I would often find 
her diligently working on the computer 
to find housing programs and applying 
to new jobs. 
 In one of our case management 
meetings, Mary shared with me the 

devastating news—she had been diag-
nosed with cancer and needed to be 
treated with chemotherapy and radiation 
immediately. My heart broke for this 
woman; being homeless is one thing, but 
having to go through a serious illness 
while being in a shelter seemed like cruel 
and unusual punishment. As social work-
ers know, when it rains it pours. A series 
of unfortunate events followed as Mary 
began treatment. As her case manager, 
I felt completely powerless. What could 
a social work student such as myself 
have to offer someone facing cancer in a 
homeless shelter?
 My internship was coming to an 
end. I only had a few more appointments 
scheduled with Mary, and I did the 
average things that needed to be done. 
Mostly, I just listened to Mary share her 
experience. I felt bad for not having any 
profound resources for her and didn’t 
think she would bat an eyelash when 

I told her a new case manager would 
be taking over for me because my field 
placement was coming to an end. 
 The day I told Mary I was leaving 
completely shocked me. She cried hys-
terically and disclosed that I was the only 
person who had taken the time to just 
let her talk about the cancer. She didn’t 
want me to go, because in the midst of all 
the pain, our weekly meetings were what 
held her together. Knowing that some-
one would just be sad with her made the 
week bearable. All of these weeks, I had 
been feeling bad about myself for not 
knowing what to do, and in the end just 
sitting with her was the most influential 
thing I was able to do for her.
 Mary’s response to my leaving was 
sadness and anger. This makes perfect 
sense when I look back on the situation, 
but in the moment I truly thought Mary 
barely even knew my name, let alone 
would be angry at me for leaving (oh the 
joy of being a student!). I felt horrible 
that I had to leave her and hated that I 
had to add another piece of sadness to 
her already fragile plate.
 This experience hit something 
inside me, and for the first time, I finally 
understood what being a social worker 
looks like to me. In all of my scrambling 
to get to the finish line, I finally knew in 
a logical way, not just an “it feels right” 
way, why social work is the right profes-

How My Field Placement Showed Me 
Why I Wanted To Be a Social Worker

by Katie Ullman

Field Placement

Social work is acting 
out of love for strangers 

in tangible ways. We 
are made to represent 
love so that all people 
we encounter have a 
more profound sense 

of hope and faith within 
themselves. 

http://www.socialworkjobbank.com
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sion for me. Social work is acting out 
of love for strangers in tangible ways. 
We are made to represent love so that 
all people we encounter have a more 
profound sense of hope and faith within 
themselves. We do the hard, intimate, 
sometimes painful work, and in return 
bring a little more of the divine into daily 
life. We get to remind one another about 
the bigger, more beautiful picture that we 
can’t always see from where we are.
 Sometimes the bottom just falls out, 
and nobody is exempt. Everything is not 
okay. And one of the most profound gifts 
we can give to our clients is the willing-
ness to hunt down tissues or offer a safe 
place to be upset. Because in the end, 
what else is there to do? I can’t take away 
the cancer, although I would if I could. I 
can’t buy my client a house, although I 
would if I could. I can’t say that it’s never 
going to happen again and everything 
will be okay. But I can be there, and I 
can listen to their stories, of funny things 
the doctors said, and the strange and 
annoying things that people think are 
helpful to say in these situations. I can sit 
in silence in the moments of rage, know-
ing that everything is not okay, but that 
this tiny moment is.

 Thanks to my field placement, I now 
feel confident as to why I am dedicating 
my career to social work, and I couldn’t be 
more grateful for the amazing people who 
allowed me to be a part of their journey.

Katie Ullman is a student in the University of 
St. Thomas/St Catherine University School of 
Social Work. Her field placement for 2010-
2011 was 
at Families 
Moving 
Forward, a 
faith-based 
program in 
Minneapolis 
that provides 
temporary 
housing and 
supportive 
services to 
children and 
families. Katie recently became a volunteer 
at the Angel Foundation where she provides 
support to adults facing cancer. Her favorite 
activities are yoga and watching movies with 
friends. She plans on attending graduate 
school next year to become an LICSW.

by Gary M. Grobman, Ph.D.

The definitive hand-
book on starting and 
running a nonprofit 
corporation in the 
U.S., this is a valu-
able resource for 
nonprofit executive 
staff, nonprofit board members, at-
torneys who practice nonprofit law, 
accountants who advise nonprofit 
organizations, and students in non-
profit management.

2011, $34.95 plus $8/shipping to U.S. 
addresses

Available at Amazon.com or  
shop.whitehatcommunications.com 

THE NONPROFIT HANDBOOK
Everything You Need to 

Know to Start and Run Your 
Nonprofit Organization

6th Edition

•	 Incorporate	your	organization
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The	definitive	handbook	on	starting	and	running	a	nonprofit	cor-
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•	nonprofit	board	members
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•	accountants	who	advise	nonprofit	organizations
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White Hat Communications
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Gary	M.	Grobman	teaches	nonprofit	management	at	the	Ph.D.	and	Master’s	
level	as	an	adjunct	professor	at	several	universities.	He	received	his	Ph.D.	in	
Public	Administration	from	Penn	State	University,	his	M.P.A.from	Harvard	Uni-
versity’s	Kennedy	School	of	Government,	and	his	B.S.	from	Drexel	University.	
His	experience	includes	13	years	as	executive	director	of	a	statewide	nonprofit	
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profit	sector	for	various	publications.	Among	his	other	books	are	The Nonprofit 
Management Casebook,	Fundraising Online: Using the Internet to Raise Serious 
Money for Your Nonprofit Organization (co-authored	with	Gary	Grant),	Improving 
Quality in Your Non-Profit Organization,	and	the	popular	textbook	Introduction 
to the Nonprofit Sector.

The Nonprofit Handbook	 is	 a	 very	 practical,	
comprehensive,	succinct,	clear,	and	up-to-date	
guide	on	the	nitty	gritty	of	administering	a	non-
profit	organization.	It	also	provides	the	general	
background	one	needs	to	manage	wisely	in	this	
sector.	The	book	is	nicely	grounded	in	practi-
cal	experience,	theory,	law,	and	contemporary	
sources	of	data	and	expertise.	A	copy	belongs	
on	the	desk	of	every	nonprofit	manager.

Dennis	Young,	Ph.D.,	President
National Center on Nonprofit Enterprise

The Nonprofit Handbook	is	must	reading.	While	
it	will	have	value	as	a	reference	tool	to	be	con-
sulted	when	needed,	I	highly	recommend	that	
you	read	the	book	cover-to-cover	to	familiarize	
yourself	with	the	panoply	of	issues	that	face	the	
modern	nonprofit	in	every	state	of	our	United	
States.

Joe	Geiger,	Executive	Director
Pennsylvania Association of

Nonprofit Organizations (PANO)

The Nonprofit Handbook includes:
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•	practical	advice	on	running	a	nonprofit	corporation
•	sample	corporate	bylaws
•	sources	of	information	on	how	to	start	up	a	new	nonprofit
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$34.95 U.S.
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Many times, social workers are 
called upon to deliver unpleas-
ant news to clients and families. 

Some of the most difficult discussions 
have to do with death, dying, long-term 
care placement of a loved one, loss of 
custody or removal of children, and 
placement in foster care. There are a few 
simple steps you can take to facilitate the 
conversations that no one really wants to 
have. 
 Let’s look at an all-too-common 
experience for social workers specializ-
ing in child protection. Consider this: As 
a social worker, you have been work-
ing with a family for several months 
to alleviate risk of injury to their child 
while living in a home that is full of 
safety and sanitation hazards. To date, 
the family has been unable, or unwill-
ing, to make the necessary changes that 
will allow their child to safely remain in 
the home. No suitable family members 
have been located who can provide care 
for the child while the family makes the 
necessary changes, so the child will be 
removed from her biological parents and 
placed into a foster home. 

PREPing for the Conversation

 If you are entering the field of social 
work, you can safely assume that at some 
point you will have to deliver news that 
is not going to be easily received, like 

the situation mentioned above, when 
you must tell a family that their child 
will be placed in foster care. A great deal 
of work happens before you actually 
meet with the client to deliver the bad 
news, and you can use four simple steps 
(pause, react, evaluate, plan—or PREP) to 
prepare to deliver challenging news.

 Pause. It is important to pause 
before the delivery of unwelcome news, 
because the focus of the delivery should 
be the client(s) rather than the social 
worker. New social workers may feel 
overwhelmed with feelings surrounding 
self-doubt, including mistrusting their 
ability to convey the unwanted news, 
being unsure of their ability to stay in 
the moment, fear of the client’s reaction, 
or alarm about their personal safety. 
Pausing allows you, the social worker, to 
take a personal inventory of your fears, 
emotional triggers, and physical reac-
tions before you meet with the client. 

 React. Taking inventory of your 
fear, emotional triggers, and physical 
reactions is not enough to ensure you 
are able to stay present and focused on 
the client during the delivery of unwel-
come news. After taking a breath, social 
workers should give themselves permis-
sion to react emotionally or physically, 
consciously allowing whatever physical 
and emotional reaction simmers to the 

surface to happen. Stuffing or refusing 
to acknowledge emotional and physical 
reactions can lead to burnout, compas-
sion fatigue, or somatic complaints. 
Everyone’s reactions will be different—it 
may mean crying, screaming, venting to 
a trusted peer, or any number of things. 
Only after you allow this initial reaction 
can you refocus yourself on your goals. 

 Evaluate. Evaluation while PREPing 
to deliver unwelcome news includes 
consideration of the client’s perspective 
and planning to reduce the impact of 
trauma resulting from negative news to 
the greatest extent possible. Considering 
the task before the child protection social 
worker described earlier, we may feel 
limited in our ability to empathize with 
the parents who have been unable, or 
unwilling, to make the necessary changes 
to allow their child to remain in their 
care. However, many of us can imagine a 
time that we have received painful news 
that changed our lives forever.
 Reflect on the setting where you 
first learned there had been an attack on 
the Twin Towers on September 11, 2001. 
Chances are that when you think about 
that time, you can remember everything 
about where you were, what the room 
looked like, who was with you, what they 
were wearing, what you heard, and how 
you felt. 
 When preparing to deliver unwant-
ed news to a client, it can be beneficial 
to acknowledge the pain associated with 
receiving such news. Potential ways in 
which social workers may be able to 
reduce the stress caused by receiving 
hurtful news may include considering 
location and physical setting, ensuring 
there are adequate chairs for everyone, 
and providing for small comforts such as 
water or tissues. Also, it is important to 
take into consideration who will be pres-
ent, who will be excluded, and timing. 
 Reflect on the chore before our 
child protection worker. Although there 
is likely never a good time to convey 
the decision to remove a child from his/
her parents, there are times when such 
information may be received with less 
difficulty. Contemplate the difference 
between delivering the news of a foster 

I Am Not Sure How To Tell You This:
Delivering Unwelcome News

by Misty L. Wall, Ph.D., MSSW, LCSW

Steps in Delivering Unwelcome News
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care placement at the client’s place of 
employment and delivering the same 
news at the client’s home or trusted fam-
ily member’s home. Likewise, imagine 
that you are delivering the decision to 
remove a child from the parents in the 
lobby of your office versus in a visit-
ing room with a bottle of water, a chair, 
and tissues available for the client. Your 
empathy for the client’s experience will 
be evident in the setting you choose for 
the delivery of undesirable information. 
 
 Plan. After you have paused, 
reacted, and evaluated the situation ob-
jectively, it is time to actively plan your 
delivery. At the least, you should know 
the reasons leading up to the “news” and 
be able to respond concisely to your cli-
ent’s concerns and questions. This is not 
a time to have to review the file or ask 
someone else. 
 Again, remember where you were 
when you heard of the first and second 
attacks on the Twin Towers. Remem-
ber the agony you experienced, as so 
many questions remained unanswered? 
Imagine the agony of the mother who 
has been told she is unable to provide a 
safe home for her child and the ques-
tions that would swirl through your mind 
after hearing such news. What can I do 
to have my child returned? What about 
a relative? How long will she be gone? 
Can I see her? Imagine a social worker 
retorting to your concerns with uncer-
tainty, ambiguity, or disinterest. 
 Additionally, consciously determine 
your goal for the delivery. Take a deep 
breath and think about what you want 
your client to remember at the end of 
this conversation. This is the goal. It 
should be short, specific, and clear. 

SOARing Through the 
Delivery

 The actual delivery of a hard-hitting 
announcement is generally over very 
quickly. In fact, when you have pre-
pared yourself thoroughly as described 
above, the actual delivery of bad news 
should not take more than a few minutes. 
Many beginning practitioners feel they 
must stay with the client while he or she 
processes the worrisome information. 
This is not true. The actual processing 
and making meaning of bad news is the 
responsibility of the client. If we stay, 
we can actually prevent the client from 
beginning this important work. Consider 

the following suggestions to SOAR (stay 
present, observe reactions, acknowledge 
reactions, restate and refocus) through 
the actual delivery of difficult news. 

 Stay present. Stay present in the 
room with your client and help the client 
stay present. Remember that you have 
taken considerable time to plan for this 
moment. You have a solid plan that is 
client-focused. If you feel the conversa-
tion is getting beyond your control, take 
a break, refocus on your goal, and trust 
in your ability.

 Observe reactions. Your client will 
undoubtedly give you the clues you 
need. Pay attention. If someone appears 
lightheaded, offer water or a place to sit. 
If your client appears to need some time 
alone, offer to step away for a moment. 
Your reaction to your client is important 
to maintaining your working relation-
ship, because the delivery of unwanted 
news is often the beginning of a social 
worker’s relationship with a client. 

 Accept reactions. It does not mat-
ter if your client should have seen this 
coming; his or her initial reactions will 
be genuine and emotion-focused. Think 
about our child protection social worker 
once again. Comments from the social 
worker such as, “You have had several 
warnings and could have prevented 
this if you wanted to,” put your client 
in a defensive stance and make you the 
enemy rather than a teammate. Validate 
immediate emotional reactions without 
judgment. Another way our child protec-
tion social worker may respond, this time 
with the focus being on acceptance and 
empathy, may be, “I can see you are 
extremely upset by this news. I imagine 
you have questions.” This is not the time 
to make connections between behavior 
and consequences. 

 Restate and refocus. After you para-
phrase the news and the client’s reac-
tions, point out any strengths you have 
seen in your client, and convey that you 
will work with the client to sort out the 
pieces and that you are confident that 
you and the client will be able to work 
together to find a path of action. Our 
child protection social worker may close 
with something such as, “You seem very 
upset and tearful at the thought of your 
child being in foster care tonight. I have 
seen you face many difficult situations 
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your future work with this client and 
many more to come. The following are a 
few suggestions for managing your reac-
tions to delivering bad news and prepar-
ing for the inevitable time when you find 
yourself in a position to deliver trying 
news again. 

 Pause. As quickly after the delivery 
as possible, pause. Take a few deep 
breaths. 

during our work together, and I am con-
fident we will make a plan that will help 
keep your child safe.”

PREPing For Next Time

 Remember again your reaction 
when you found out about the terrorist 
attack on New York City. Just hearing the 
story and subsequent news coverage was 
simply the beginning. The real process-
ing or sorting out of the events happened 
later. The same is often true of delivering 
bad news to a client. We may relive or 
replay the scenario in our heads, have 
difficulty sleeping, doubt or second-guess 
our decisions, or have other physicial or 
psychological reactions. 
 Understanding that your work 
does not end with the actual delivery of 
arduous information is critical to your 
ability to provide the best services to 
your client, remain healthy, and avoid 
burnout or compassion fatigue. When 
you finish delivering the bad news, it is 
time to revisit the original PREP (pause, 
react, evaluate, plan) process previously 
discussed, this time with an eye toward 
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 React and refocus. Allow whatever 
physical and emotional reaction simmers 
to the surface to happen. Only after you 
allow this initial reaction can you refocus 
yourself on your goal. 

 Evaluate. After you have given your-
self the opportunity to feel the emotions 
that simmer up, it is time to start sorting 
out your professional performance. Is 
there something that seemed to help the 
client? Is there something you think was 
ineffective or even unhelpful? How can 
you improve next time? 
 
 Plan. After you have given yourself 
time to pause, react, and evaluate, it is 
time to plan for next time. Respect the 
fact that you are an important vehicle for 
effecting change for your client. Take the 
reactions of you and your client and plan 
to increase the positive experiences next 
time and reduce the negative impacts 
when possible. 

Misty L. Wall, Ph.D., MSSW, LCSW, is 
an assistant professor in the School of Social 
Work at Boise State University.
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the best services to your 
client, remain healthy, 
and avoid burnout or 
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Substance abuse counselors often find 
clients unsure about sobriety. There 
are many ways to process ambiva-

lence in the therapeutic setting. Achieving 
a strong foundation to support sobriety 
calls for a firm commitment and steadfast 
willingness to adapt former thinking pat-
terns. Addressing ambivalence is an inte-
gral part of the treatment process, and not 
addressing it can welcome the likelihood 
of returning to active using in the future. 
 Chronic relapse plagues many sub-
stance abusing veterans. Trying over and 
over to walk the same path of treatment 
while aspiring to acquire new insight into 
one’s own addiction can be tedious and 
frustrating. One area in which ambiva-
lence habitually runs rampant is with the 
concept of “surrender,” a term that is used 
in treatment centers universally. Among 
the veteran substance abusing population, 
this struggle seems to be further compli-
cated by the intellectual track-work laid 
down early in their military careers.

Surrender—What Does It 
Mean?
 The word “surrender” can evoke 
fear and resistance from anyone trying to 
recover from the devastating grips of ad-
diction. For veterans, this is not only an 
uphill battle, but they can stay paralyzed 
for years, even decades, by applying 
consciously or unconsciously an old defi-
nition of the word. Witnessing this cycle 
of confusion led me to recognize the 
benefits of taking a more comprehensive 
look into the word “surrender.” 
 When I mention surrender and ask 
what this means from their understand-
ing of a recovery-based or 12-Step Model 
perception, many veterans report they 
think of the following: admitting power-
lessness or unmanageability in life, taking 
a suggestion, or accepting help. When 
I ask what they think of when hearing 
the term “surrender” from a military 
standpoint, many often reply: Give 
up, fail, quit, or retreat. They express a 
strong fixed notion to “Never surrender!” 
Originally this was taught, probably in 
basic training, as a military tactic. And 
throughout the time they served, this 
evolved into a belief that holding to this 
steadfast decree would preserve their 

unit’s honor. This was often portrayed to 
be a last resort strategic move. Years lat-
er, many veterans continue to abide by 
this mantra as translated to become true 
devotion to their comrades and country, 
believing that surrender is for the weak. 
This attitude adopted in the past can be 
at the root of their ambivalence today. 
Not reconciling this, I believe, contrib-
utes greatly to the vast recidivism rate of 
veterans returning to treatment.

Does Surrender Equal 
Defeat?
 “Who cares to admit complete 
defeat? Practically no one, of course.” 
These are the first words of the chapter 
on Step One in the book AA often uses, 
Twelve Steps and Twelve Traditions. There 
are some similarities associated with both 
terms. For instance, in the military, sur-
render is a tactic that can be used if death 
seems more than likely but probable. 
Similarly, people often come voluntarily 
to treatment when death seems close. 
Both are tactics that preserve life when 
terror evoked by the sudden awareness 
that death is near becomes present.
 “Historical references have shown 
that even though the troops were 
trained one way, triumphant military 
commanders were trained another—they 
knew how to surrender. Or at least we 
know that the successful ones did,” 
says Joe McQ. in The Steps We Took. 
Throughout history, the names Custer 
and MacArthur are often brought up 
when referencing this topic. Not only 
was surrendering an option, but the act 
of deciding when to deploy this approach 
was crucial. MacArthur exemplified the 
belief that choosing to surrender didn’t 
mean to quit. In fact, unlike Custer, 
MacArthur’s choice kept his troops in 
the battle only to finish victoriously.
 Often, resistance toward surrender 
remains in the unconscious mind of the 
veteran, and old notions of “Never sur-
render!” turn into fixed behavior. So how 
do we help them reconcile this conflict? 

A Group Intervention
 The group intervention I developed 
while working with outpatient veterans 

in abstinence-based substance abuse 
treatment can be utilized in various treat-
ment modalities. I begin this intervention 
in a psychodynamic group, by dividing 
the members into two teams. I assign one 
team to represent the concept of sur-
render from a military standpoint, and 
the other to represent surrender from a 
recovery standpoint. I ask each team to 
pull their chairs together, appoint a re-
cording secretary, nominate a spokesper-
son, and answer the following questions: 
What is a definition of the word “surrender” 
from your team’s perspective? What are simi-
larities between both standpoints? And what 
are the differences? 
 Once these have been answered, I 
ask the group members to move their 
chairs back into the usual formation, and 
I set up two chairs next to each other to-
ward the front of the room. I ask the two 
spokespersons to sit in these two chairs. 
Then, using answers the teams recorded, 
I have each spokesperson represent the 
team’s perspective in a mock trial. 
 As we go through their answers, I 
am mindful to ask the team members 
whether they have anything to add, and 
whether their spokesperson is accurately 
representing the work of the team. This 
facilitates maintaining everyone’s atten-
tion and also prevents the spokesperson 
from giving impromptu answers. In the 
trial, I pose the question, “Which is the 
correct definition of the word surren-
der?” I then have the group members 
engage in a debate representing their 
respective teams.
 After we finish the debate, we start 
to process the activity. I ask if there were 
either any barriers or an additional level 
of comfort when they were asked to 
break down the larger group. Together, 
we speak about changes in communica-
tion patterns that occurred by moving 
chairs, working in smaller groups, and 
being assigned a task. Working with the 
camaraderie of the teams, I give the 
group members an opportunity to advo-
cate for each other by asking, “Did any 
team member offer an answer you were 
surprised by, changed your opinion, or 
provided new insight?” This is usually an 
opportunity for some of the more vocal 
members to highlight work of the less 

When To Surrender: A New Definition for Veterans 
in Substance Abuse Treatment
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talkative members in the group. Often, 
certain individuals experience intimida-
tion and/or social anxiety in the large 
therapeutic group setting, but when 
charged with a specific task in a smaller 
group, they emerge as leaders. It is 
important to acknowledge this strength. 
This often helps these individuals feel 
more comfortable actively participating 
in the larger group setting, and it encour-
ages their peers to elicit future participa-
tion from them based on their mean-
ingful past contributions in the smaller 
group setting.
 Next, I ask each of the members to 
share when they were discharged from 
the military. We point out how many 
years each group member has held the 
military, or “old,” definition of this word. 
And for those veterans in active duty or 
recently discharged, it’s likely they are still 
actively functioning by this military mind-
set. In my experience, these members 
have the greatest struggle with adapting 
a new concept. At this point, I turn to the 
group members for confirmation that they 
have been associating with the military 
definition since the time of their service. 
Asking if they agree with this statement 
provides an opportunity for break-
through. Members commonly become 
enlightened and share that they have not 
thought about this conflict before.
 I ask the group members to speak 
about how their definition of surrender 
has changed as a result of this activity. As 
a facilitator, I remain open to both posi-
tive and oppositional feedback, under-
standing that some may not agree with 
adapting a new connotation. I ask the 
group members to explain struggles that 
not embracing the recovery concept of 
surrender have posed in past treatment 
episodes. 

Associations and the Brain
 Also, I provide a psychoeducational 
component regarding how associations 
work in the brain. We speak about the 
definition of Hebbian Theory (see http://
tinywiki.org/Hebbian_theory.html ) and 
the statement, “Cells that fire together, 
wire together.” I provide the following 
example: “Have you ever passed kids 
playing on a playground and suddenly 
wanted ice cream?” When people see 
a child on a playground, they may 
consciously or unconsciously recall their 
own childhood, playing in the play-
ground, and buying a snack from the ice 
cream truck. Although these activities are 

different, they become related through 
the power of association. At the point 
when someone wants ice cream, or even 
in the present as I am illustrating in this 
example, they may picture the ice cream, 
see an ice cream cone melting in the sun, 
have the illusion of how the ice cream 
would taste in their mouth, and so forth. 
Associations are common in addiction. 
Often, addicts and professionals refer to 
them as “relapse triggers.” For example, 
this is why an alcohol dependent person 
may experience an intense craving to 
drink a beer on a hot summer day. Even 
though he is sober and alcohol is no-
where in sight, the person associates the 
beer with the weather, and consequently 
is increasingly triggered to drink.
 Finally, I ask the group to remain 
mindful and share feelings of comfort 
or tension release that they experienced 
during this activity. Often, bringing this 
conflict from the unconscious to the con-
scious results in tension release. When 
trying to permanently reconcile this con-
flict, first we must begin by talking about 
it. Then we can point out disparities to 
break this association. For example, I 
might say, “In the military, you surren-
der as a unit, while in recovery this is an 
individual action. In the military, sur-
render is the last line of defense, whereas 
in recovery, we learn this is the first line 
of defense. Surrender and the rest shall 
follow.” 
 As we prepare to end this activity, 
I bring to mind embracing a gradual 
change. I tell the group if they are aware 
that something has changed slightly, 
remain confused, or still feel ambivalent 
toward fully embracing this new concept,  
that’s okay. I remind them of how many 
years they were abiding by one strongly 
ingrained military definition of surrender. 
Changing this word’s meaning will be a 
personal process, but becoming aware of 
this conflict is the mission of this inter-
vention.
 I encourage the group members to 
continue to think about this concept, al-
lowing time for the process of accepting 
the recovery definition to gently unfold 
into the conscious and unconscious 
mind. Ultimately, if veterans remain in 
isolation still grappling with this concept, 
they fail to avail themselves of many 
benefits of group cohesion. However, 
once the veterans are able to accept this 
term into their recovery process, they 
are welcomed by others who have also 
chosen to do so. Many veterans will 
share that the bonds formed with sober 

peers in treatment are reminiscent of 
their time in the service. Depending on 
their comrades in matters of life and 
death once again creates a unique level 
of trust. Encouraging feelings of inclu-
siveness can promote a healthy social 
network through the common bonds 
of both military service and addiction, 
which fosters a supportive environment 
in which veterans can be successful in 
attaining long-term sobriety.
 Learning new perspectives and 
utilizing different terminologies or word 
meanings can be uncomfortable at first. 
Breaking old associations and forming 
new ones can open the door toward 
acceptance of concepts that ultimately 
will provide the cornerstones of one’s 
recovery. For many, working to resolve 
internal conflicts and gain acceptance 
of a new perspective is vital to success-
ful treatment. And for the veteran, not 
changing the word “surrender,” but 
adapting its connotation, may just cut off 
the central lifeline fueling ambivalence 
toward sustaining long-term sobriety.
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Concerns exist today among 
parents, particular social groups, 
and the government that girls 

as young as seven are being introduced 
to sexual material, and this is affecting 
their psychological well-being in many 
different ways (Grabe & Shibley-Hyde, 
2009). Adolescent girls are dealing with 
poor body image, eating disorder symp-
toms, depression, and anxiety, as well 
as reduced mathematical ability, logical 
reasoning, and spatial orientation (Grabe 
& Shibley-Hyde, 2009). 
 In 2007, the American Psychologi-
cal Association (APA) authorized a task 
force to investigate the connection of 
entertainment with the sexual objectifi-
cation of youth. Sexual objectification, 

according to Grabe and Hyde’s essay 
Body Objectification, MTV, and Psychologi-
cal Outcomes Among Female Adolescents, is 
defined as “instances in which a person 
is made into a thing for others’ sexual 
use, rather than being seen as a person 
with the capacity for independent action 
and decision making” (Grabe & Shibley-
Hyde, 2009). According to the article 
That Swimsuit Becomes You: Sex Differences 
in Self-Objectification, Restrained Eating, 
and Math Performance, self-objectification 
occurs when individuals take on the 
perspective of another when viewing 
their own body, rather than an internal 
view (Fredrickson, 1998). In other words, 
they focus on what others see rather 
than what they are personally feeling or 
experiencing. The APA determined that 
the following factors distinguish sexual 
objectification from a healthy sexual 
identity:

•	 a person’s value comes only from his or 
her sexual appeal or behavior, to the 
exclusion of other characteristics;

•	 a person is held to a standard that 
equates physical attractiveness (narrowly 
defined) with being sexy;

•	 a person is sexually objectified; and/or
•	 sexuality is inappropriately imposed on 

a person (American Psychological As-
sociation, 2011).

 Only one of these needs to be 
present for it to be considered sexual 
objectification, and naturally, the final 
factor is the one that most character-
izes adolescent girls. According to Body 
Objectification and Depression in Adolescents: 
The Role of Gender, Shame, and Rumina-
tion, self-evaluation is “characterized by 
vigilant monitoring or self-surveillance” 
(Grabe, Shibley-Hyde, & Lindberg, 
2007). Self-objectification, self-surveil-
lance, body objectification, and sexual-
ization are often used interchangeably, 
although Grabe and co-authors (2007) 
argue that self-objectification is the result 
of extensive self-surveillance.

Data

 A bill was introduced in the Sen-
ate by Kay Hagan (D-NC) and Robert 
Menendez (D-NJ) that requests funding 
for research to examine the role that 

media play in sexual objectification and 
for programs that would educate and 
empower young girls combatting the 
harmful effects of sexual objectification. 
This bill states that most 8- to 18-year-
olds use some form of recreational media 
for around ten hours a day. It also tells us 
that only 34% of girls report being very 
satisfied with their bodies, and that 60% 
compare their bodies to fashion models. 
Almost 90% of girls feel pressured by 
the fashion industry to be thin, 55% diet, 
42% know someone who has purged 
after eating, 37% know someone diag-
nosed with an eating disorder and 31% 
acknowledged that they have starved 
themselves or refused food to lose 
weight. Fifty-five percent of third through 
fifth grade girls worry about their appear-
ance, with 37% of those specifically about 
their weight (Hagan & Menendez, 2010). 
These numbers are concerning, to say 
the least. There has been little research to 
determine if there is a difference between 
races, socio-economic status, and gender 
in regard to the impact of entertainment 
on early sexualization. 

Legislation

 The bill introduced by Hagan and 
Menendez, known as the “Healthy Me-
dia for Youth Act,” primarily addresses 
research and education. Both are highly 
necessary to give girls the tools they need 
to grow with a sense of security, value, 
and empowerment. The bill would give 
funds to research the impact the enter-
tainment industry has on the develop-
ment of youth, focusing on how girls are 
depicted and the effect that has on their 
cognitive, physical, and social behavior. 
It would also fund research that would 
focus on how perceptions and attitudes 
regarding the abilities, equality, appear-
ances, and leadership potential of girls 
and boys are affected by entertainment 
depictions of women. The funds would 
also provide education to provide critical 
thinking skills, promote a balanced de-
piction of women in media, and counter 
the damaging effects already widespread.
 The biggest concern about the bill 
was the provision that “the applicant will 
abide by any limitations deemed appro-
priate by the Secretary on any charges 
to individuals receiving services pursu-

Sexualization of Young Girls in Entertainment
by Heather Dawley-McClendon
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ant to the grant. As deemed appropriate 
by the Secretary, such limitations on 
charges may vary based on the financial 
circumstances of the individual receiving 
services” (Hagan & Menendez, 2010). In 
other words, programs that receive funds 
would be subject to limitations that the 
Secretary would impose in regard to how 
much they would be able to charge for 
educating youth. There is no definition 
of what is appropriate and what would 
constitute the need for limitations to be 
put in place. The solution to this ambigu-
ity would be to make it more specific, 
yet open enough to benefit girls from all 
socio-economic backgrounds. Something 
like a sliding scale based on income 
might work, with a single cap limit set by 
the Secretary. That would allow for low-
income families to utilize the services 
while also allowing girls from a higher 
income bracket family to receive services 
without either being turned away be-
cause of income restrictions. 
 The current version of this bill, in-
troduced July 13, 2011, by Rep. Tammy 
Baldwin, can be found at http://www.
govtrack.us/congress/bill.xpd?bill=h112-2513.

Recommendations

 Although there has been research 
demonstrating self-surveillance and 
objectification in college-age students, 
studies need to be conducted that sample 
adolescent girls and boys to determine 
if gender differentiates the objectifica-
tion of oneself (Grabe, Shibley-Hyde, & 
Lindberg, 2007).
 Psychologists, social workers, coun-
selors, and other mental health workers 
need to be educated on the role that self-
objectification takes in the development 
of young girls and armed with material 
and activities to counter the effects that 
entertainment has on girls at vulnerable 
stages (Grabe, Shibley-Hyde, & Lind-
berg, 2007).
 Mentoring programs could be estab-
lished to give adolescent girls a safe place 
to voice their concerns, fears, and desires 
and allow someone equipped with the 
knowledge, insight, and compassion to 
help them through difficult times relating 
to the prevalence of sexual objectifica-
tion that they are exposed to on a daily 
basis. 
 Finally, programs ought to be put 
into place to educate parents. As L. Z. 
Ganderson aptly points out in his edito-
rial, Parents, Don’t Dress Your Girls Like 
Tramps, children are not the ones with 

the money to spend on clothing that 
sexualizes them. It is the parents who are 
spending the money so that their young 
girls become objects of sexualization 
(Granderson, 2011). This is an area in 
which many parents seem to be in need 
of help in raising and educating their 
children.
 Something has also been lost along 
the way with such a separation of genera-
tions that has come around with technol-
ogy. Many children are very tech-savvy 
and have grandparents and parents who 
do not use much of the technology avail-
able. The differences over the last several 
decades have affected the inter-relations 
of the generations (Thornton, 2001).  
 Because of this gap, youth are losing 
out on important, relevant information 
from their elders. A program to pro-
mote inter-generational relations and 
utilizing available family members of 
different generations to teach them to 
communicate and educate one another 
would be beneficial to youth. It would 
allow children to teach their elders how 
to use technology, and would encourage 
respect for others while broadening the 
knowledge base of youth with regard to 
communication, diversity, and personal 
character traits. 
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It is no secret that social workers are 
often described as passionate. The 
question becomes: How can one turn 

that passion into a successful and fulfill-
ing career? Many social workers desire 
a career that is not characterized with 
“burnout” but with true joy. Personal 
passion has to be defined, directed, 
and cultivated to have career success. 
The three major components of build-
ing a successful career—defining vision, 
seeking mentorship, and participating in 
professional development—can assist in 
building a career that fuels your passion 
or help sustain you!

 

1.  Define your vision.

 Defining your vision can be a chal-
lenging task.  Vision forces us to think 
about the life we want and its compo-
nents. The keys in creating a vision are to 
have goals, steps, and timelines. Most of 
us have done this with our clients when 

creating family and treatment plans. A 
fun way of creating goals is to create a 
vision board. Vision boards are usually 
large poster boards containing a collage 
of words and pictures that come together 
to create a story in future tense. For 
example, a vision board can include a 
picture of your dream home, the words 
of an inspirational song that provide you 
with motivation, the names of two coun-
tries that you plan to visit within the next 
two years, and a picture of the building 
that houses the agency for which you 
aspire to work. Vision boards are not 
permanent, in that they can be edited 
and updated as often as you see fit. The 
vision board should be placed in an area 
where you can view it daily. I usually 
create a new vision board every other 
year. For me, 24 months allows room to 
work toward my goals at a reasonable 
pace. 
 Some people may find that a de-
tailed checklist works better. Checklists 
can be divided into categories such as 

entrepreneurship, professional learning, 
work objectives, special projects, volun-
teerism, debt management, and family. 
The checklist should include reasonable 
timelines for each goal listed. If you are 
saying to yourself, I need help to even break 
down what I visualize for my life, there are 
books available on this phenomenon. 
Those books are usually located in the 
self help section of most bookstores. 
 An experienced mentor will also 
aide in the creation of reasonable aspira-
tion setting and attainment.    

2.  Seek mentorship.

 Mentorship is an opportunity for the 
mentee to be developed professionally 
and personally. After creating a physical 
display of your vision, you should seek 
a mentor who is currently occupying 
your dream job. Many people are open 
to having at minimum one meeting with 
an aspiring professional. Do not be afraid 
to ask those you admire to coffee or 
lunch to “pick their brains” for ideas and 
suggestions on professional development 
and growth. 
 Mentorship does not always have 
to be one-on-one but can take place in a 
group setting. The mentor can share his 
or her experience with a group of aspir-
ing professionals. Conferences that are 
geared toward personal and professional 
development may provide the informa-
tion you need. 
 Personal growth is very much a 
part of this process, especially for young 
professionals. It makes no sense to work 
hard at career goals but lack the interper-
sonal skills needed for success. Personal 
attributes like interpersonal and commu-
nication skills can be worked through in 
a mentoring relationship. 
 Mentorship can also take the form 
of patterning. This can be initiated by 
reading the biographies of those you 
admire.  A great way to pattern is to take 
note of the mentor’s organizational affili-
ations, educational background, and skill 
sets. In the age of social networking, it is 
easy to locate information about those 
we admire. Many people have LinkedIn 

3 Components of Turning Passion Into a 
Successful Social Work Career

by Sonya O. Hunte, MSW

Sonya’s Vision  Board

This is my vision board. It reflects various aspects of my life and changes about every two 
years.
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accounts where their résumé is made 
available to the public. The résumé, as 
opposed to the bio, may provide insight 
as to the work completed and the timing. 
I once heard Oprah state that she often 
mimicked Barbara Walters’ interview-
ing style and wanted to dress like 
many veteran television personalities. 
It appeared that without meeting these 
people, Oprah was able to mimic some 
of their characteristics until she could 
develop her own style. In the same way, 
we should glean from those we admire 
until we are able to find our own path 
and what works for us. 

3.  Participate in professional 
development.

 Skill and professional develop-
ment takes on many forms. They can 
range from classroom-based courses 
to volunteer work. It will be helpful to 
look at the trends in your social work 
specialty to get a sense of what degrees 
and certifications are needed for you to 
flourish. There are social workers who 
work with public health agencies who 
have found it beneficial to return to 
school for a public health degree. Other 
social workers who work in the nonprof-
it arena have obtained certifications in 
nonprofit management. Social workers 
who work in school systems often return 
to school to enter doctoral programs in 
educational policy. 
 By developing new skills, you are 
adding features that polish you as a 
job candidate. Find out what skills you 
need to occupy your dream job. Skill 
development-based organizations like 
Toastmasters International provide free 
or low cost opportunities for public 
speaking development.  Many volunteer 
based organizations provide leadership 
development as a part of the volunteer 
experience. 
 On a personal note, I have benefit-
ted from leadership and brand devel-
opment courses offered at the Junior 
League of Atlanta, where I am a mem-
ber. I have also taken a writing workshop 
given by the National Association of 
Social Workers, Georgia Chapter. Many 
local Chambers of Commerce offer lead-
ership courses that promote leadership in 
local communities. The leadership pro-
gram model spans economic, social, gov-
ernmental, and cultural segments. The 
skills developed in volunteer leadership 
roles, programs, and on-the-job commit-

tees can be used as résumé builders. Dr. 
Lois Frankel, author of 101 Unconscious 
Mistakes Women Make That Sabotage Their 
Careers, advises us to volunteer for spe-
cial projects in the workplace to increase 
skills and to gain recognition.
 Skill and professional development 
also occurs in networking. In 2010, I 
was a part of a women’s networking 
group. The objective of the group was 
to provide a diverse group of women 
an opportunity to create a New Year 
plan, share it with the group, and for 
the group to utilize its networks and 
influences to aid fellow group members 
in achieving their goals. The diversity of 
the group members also provided addi-
tional insight and considerations in my 
goal setting and life planning. This may 
be a great idea for some workplaces, as 
well as social and other groups. Some of 
the women in the group desired to go 
back to school, and the group read and 
edited each personal statement. One 
of the women is now completing her 
master’s in business administration at 
Cornell University. 

 Many of you may be taking some of 
these steps now. It is important to orga-
nize your vision for positive outcomes. 
Mentorship will be a key factor in your 
organization of goals. As social work-
ers, we tend to be resourceful for others. 
Research opportunities to fine tune your 
goals. Take advantage of low- and no-
cost trainings and leadership opportuni-
ties. Skill and professional development 
are important in becoming the ideal you. 
As you take this journey of turning your 
passion into a successful career, your 
clarity will increase with every step and 
goal accomplished. Much success to you 
on your journey! 

Sonya O. Hunte, 
MSW, is a 
Homeless Educa-
tion Liaison with 
the Atlanta Pub-
lic Schools. She 
is also the CEO 
of Hunte Com-
munity Develop-
ment Consulting 
LLC, a company 
specializing in 
nonprofit strategic 
program development, training, and commu-
nity partnership planning. 
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s              STUDENT SOCIAL WORK ORGANIZATIONS

 Please send us a short news article about your group’s activities. 
Also, send us photos of your club in action—we may even feature you 
on our front cover!
 It’s easy to share your club’s activities with our readers. Send your 
news/photos to: 

Linda Grobman, ACSW, LSW, Editor/Publisher
THE NEW SOCIAL WORKER
P.O. Box 5390, Harrisburg, PA 17110-0390
or to lindagrobman@socialworker.com

The New Social Worker is on Twitter! Follow us at: http://www.twitter.com/newsocialworker

 Students in a Fall 2011 
Mansfield University Introduction 
to Social Work class were 
encouraged to assist in flood relief 
activities following Hurricane Irene 
and Tropical Storm Lee. In bus 
trips organized by the Mansfield 
University admissions office, 
students volunteered full days to 
travel to flooded communities in 
Athens and Towanda, Pennsylvania, 
to help in the flood relief. Students 
donned their waterproof boots, 
gloves, and facemasks to help 

families clear their homes of mud 
soaked items. Other options for 
students to get involved included 
participation in campus organized 
flood relief fundraisers, such as 
collecting community donations 
at Walmart and staffing a campus 
fundraising concert. Since this was 
a project of an Introduction to 
Social Work class, students learned 
first hand that giving their time to 
others in need helps to foster the 
social work values of service to the 
community.

Mansfield University Introduction to Social Work Students Help in 
Flood Relief Efforts

Social work students at Mississippi State 
University participated in the National Day 
of Silence on April 15, 2011. On the National 
Day of Silence, hundreds of thousands of 
students from middle school through the 
university level took a vow of silence to bring 
attention to anti-LGBT name-calling, bully-
ing and harassment in their schools.

Northwestern Oklahoma State University 
social work students represent the Social Work 
Association of Tomorrow (SWAT) “manning” 
the booth during the Garfield County DV 
Task Force Second Annual Day Without Vio-
lence event on April 16, 2011. Seated: Connie 
Stevens. Standing from left to right: Kaimi 
Botts; Jennifer Ghigna; and Mike Fields, 
Garfield County District Attorney. 

National Day of Silence at 
Mississippi State University

Social Work Association of 
Tomorrow Day Without Violence

Mansfield University Intro to Social Work students provide flood relief.
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both. But the influence goes in both 
directions, she insists. “To me, a good 
leader can both lead and take direction 
from others, and I feel I have a good 
balance between the two. It is really 
important to listen to what the people 
you are leading have to say, and I feel I 
do that, as well.”
 Gilberto attended her first NASW 
meeting recently, and found herself the 
youngest person in the room. “Everyone 
else was well into their careers, in their 
40s,” she says. But Gilberto found the 
other members welcoming.
 At this point, she’s just observing, 
feeling comfortable speaking with her fel-
low members outside the meeting rooms, 
but less so during the meeting itself.  By 
the time the next in-person meeting takes 
place in April—in between there are two 
virtual ones—the self-defined extrovert 
expects she’ll have more to say. 
 “I want to be an advocate for other 
BSW students,” she comments. “A lot 
of them don’t know about NASW and 
about its Code of Ethics. The organization 
can help with their social work careers 
and futures. They don’t know how 
much.” 
 In an age that values Renaissance 
people, Gilberto is very career-oriented. 
Even her volunteer work is centered 
around her career. She dates casually, 
but isn’t ready for anything serious yet. 
 “Social work and volunteering are 
what I like to do,” she says. “I like talking 
to people, and I like reading books about 
addiction and journeys, like the book 
Beautiful Boy: A Father’s Journey Through 
His Son’s Addiction (by David Sheff). 
 Still, if she had a block of time to do 
whatever she wanted and no responsibili-
ties, Gilberto said she’d travel. “Different 
cultures really fascinate me, and I really 
hope to go to Africa, India, and Greece 
some day,” she says. “But with just a 
week, I’d definitely go to Italy to see my 
family. And since I’d be in Italy, I would 
go to the Island of Capri to soak up the 
sun.”
 But she doesn’t mind too much—not 
at all, in fact—being immersed in social 
work and volunteerism, with an occa-
sional weekend at home. 

Barbara Trainin Blank is a freelance writer 
based in Harrisburg, PA.

Gilberto—continued from page 3

Dominican College (NY) BSW students advocate for human rights and social justice, 
locally and globally.

MSW students from the 
California State University-
Northridge Social Work 
Society participated in the 
Didi Hirsch Alive and Run-
ning 5k to raise awareness 
for suicide prevention.

Some of the 21 seniors in the 
Siena College BSW Program 
participated in the Annual 
Walk to End Alzheimer’s 
in Saratoga Springs, NY, 
on September 24, 2011.  
Students raised more than 
$1,300 for the Walk and 
conducted on-campus public 
awareness activities about 
the disease. The flowers were 
a part of the Walk this year, 
with purple flowers represent-
ing knowing someone with 
Alzheimer’s and the orange 
flowers representing support-
ers.

Social Work Students in Action
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Be a Fan of The New Social Worker on 
Facebook!
 As of December 16, 2011, we 
have reached 12,967 fans (or “likers”) 
of our page on Facebook at http://
www.facebook.com/newsocialworker.
 Besides providing information 
about The New Social Worker magazine, 
the page has some of the features of 
a typical Facebook profile—a “wall” 
where you can exchange messages, 
a discussion board, and a place for 
photos and videos. 
 We also list upcoming events, 
such as the online chats we co-spon-
sor with the National Association 
of Social Workers (NASW) at http://
www.socialworkchat.org. And we send 
updates to our fans when there is 
something interesting happening!
 Are you on Facebook? Do you 
love The New Social Worker? Show us 
how much you care! Be one of our 
Facebook “likers” and help us reach 
15,000 (and beyond)!

 We also have a Facebook page 
for our SocialWorkJobBank.com 
site! Go to http://www.facebook.com/
socialworkjobbank to “like” this page. 
New job postings at http://www.
socialworkjobbank.
com are now 
automatically 
posted to the 
Facebook page, 
as well.
 Finally, stay 
up-to-date on our 
latest books at http://www.facebook.com/
whitehatcommunications.
 In addition, we’d like to know 
how you are using Facebook. Have you 
found it a useful tool for networking 
with social work colleagues, searching 
for a job, or fundraising for your 
agency? Write to lindagrobman@
socialworker.com and let us know.

Facebook address: http://www.facebook.com/newsocialworker
Also check out our other pages: 

http://www.facebook.com/socialworkjobbank
http://www.facebook.com/newsocialworkerbookclub
http://www.facebook.com/whitehatcommunications

AND...look for The New Social Worker’s group on LinkedIn.com.

We Are Social Workers
by Tammie Knick, MSW

We are
Social workers
Action takers
Change agents
Policy makers.

We are
Social justice pursuers
Impression makers
Vulnerability protectors
Barrier breakers.

We are
Good listeners
Task organizers
Self-determination promoters
Empathizers.

We are
Thought provokers
Community organizers  
Cultural responders
Story summarizers.

We are
Informed consent disclosers
Confidentiality keepers
Code of Ethics followers
Risk takers and leapers.

We are 
Global explorers
Soul searchers
Passionate helpers.

We are Social workers!

Dedicated to the MSW Class  of 2010
Minnesota State University, Mankato

Tammie has been the Gibbon-Fairfax-Win-
throp Middle School Social Worker in Fair-
fax, Minnesota for the past 10 years.  Tammie 
obtained her master’s degree in social work 
from Minnesota State University in Mankato, 
Minnesota and is currently working toward 
becoming a Licensed Independent Clinical 
Social Worker. Tammie wrote this poem as 
part of the speech she gave at her MSW class 
graduation ceremony in July of 2010.  Tam-
mie is also the President of the Minnesota 
School Social Workers Association.

Poetry
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Phi Alpha Poster Contest at CSWE 2011 Annual Program Meeting

Happy New Year from the Phi 
Alpha International Office

 Phi Alpha hosted a poster board 
presentation in conjunction with the 
Council on Social Work Education Annual 
Program Meeting (CSWE-APM) in Atlanta, 
GA, in October 2011. Various chapters across the 
region presented at the national conference and were 
awarded monetary funds to use toward future Chapter 
Service Projects. The next poster board presentation 
will be held in Washington, DC, in 2012 at CSWE-
APM. Please join Phi Alpha on Facebook and on the 
Phi Alpha Web site at http://www.phialpha.org.

Poster board judges (left to right): Dr. Laurel Hitchcock, University 
of Montevallo; Marian Ascencio, University of Texas at Austin; and 
Sandra Gonzales,University of Tennessee at Nashville.

University of North Dakota presenters, Kathy Scholl-Schommer and 
Holly Williams, presented “Believe in Change,” emphasizing  “So-
cial Justice Advocacy Day” at the State Capitol in Bismarck along 
with other service project activities.

Wichita State University presenter Maggie Green presented on the Hy-
giene Bag Volunteer Project, focusing on hygiene needs for the homeless.

Kennesaw State University presenters Jessica Alexander, Courtney Eichel-
berger, and Denise Thibaudeau presented on reaching out to several com-
munity programs, such as hospice and a child abuse prevention program.

Buffalo State College presenter Paula Madrigal presented on a“Pay 
it Forward” theme that focused on several community projects.
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Reviews
Little Victim: The Real Story of Britain’s 
Vulnerable Children and the People Who 
Rescue Them, by Harry Keeble with Kris Hol-
lington, Simon and Schuster, London, 2011, 
274 pages, $7.23.

 Little Victim is a collection of narra-
tives illustrating one year in the life of 
Hackley Child Protection in the United 
Kingdom, as told by Harry Keeble, a 
once drug task police officer turned child 
protection agent. In 27 chapters, Harry 
exposes an assortment of child protec-
tion investigations involving physical and 
sexual abuse, endurance punishment, 
drug abuse, mental illness, neglect, and 
cultural incongruity. Harry describes 
each one of these cases from beginning 
to end—receiving a referral, components 
of the investigation, and the outcome of 
the case. In illuminating these narratives, 
Harry brings to light the vulnerability 
and resiliency of children along with 
his own inner conflict concerning what 
he thinks is best for children and the 
unfortunate and painful limitations of 
child protection services. Harry aims to 
dissolve common misconceptions as he 
praises social workers for fighting the war 
against systemic problems that adversely 
affect children with minimal resources 
and negative perceptions of their work. 
The book concludes purposefully as Har-
ry promotes positive change by challeng-
ing funding cuts to prevention services, 
encouraging readers to get involved as 
advocates for children, and diagramming 
a treatment team model that he feels will 
be safer and more productive for other 
social service agencies that are under-
funded and understaffed.
 Although this book centers on one 
borough in the United Kingdom, the 
messages and implications transcend 
to child protection by and large. The 
accounts in this book may seem graphic 
and upsetting to the general public, but 
individuals working in child protection 
know them all too well, and for that 
reason, social work students consider-
ing a career in child protection could 
benefit from the content about why some 
individuals feel called to the profession 
and why some choose against it. Novice 
social workers could benefit from the 
subject matter presented in each case, as 
well as the facts, advice, and insight pro-

vided by an experienced child protection 
worker. This book could be utilized by 
experienced social workers and social 
work educators as an update on current 
trends in child protection. This book 
could also be informative for social work 
clients involved with child protection 
services, because it may facilitate an 
understanding of the decisions that are 
made by the child protection agencies. 
 Overall, Little Victim is an honestly 
descriptive, sometimes gritty, compila-
tion of narratives that accurately depict 
the ups and downs, as well as successes 
and failures, of child protection while 
still imparting the reader with a sense of 
optimism.

Reviewed by Angie Chisholm, LLMSW, 
Clinical Social Worker at Hope Network 
Behavioral Health.

Angels of Mercy: White Women and the His-
tory of New York’s Colored Orphan Asylum, 
by William Seraile, Fordham University 
Press, New York, 2011, 220 pages, $27.95.

 Over the course of their careers, 
many social workers will find themselves 
working directly in the child welfare 
profession or working in conjunction 
with child welfare professionals. Wil-
liam Seraile’s book, Angels of Mercy: White 
Women and the History of New York’s Col-
ored Orphan Asylum, provides a detailed 
account of the history of New York City’s 
first orphanage for African American 
children from its establishment in the 
early nineteenth century to its transition 
to the more modern child welfare agency 
in the mid-twentieth century. 
 Seraile opens his book with an inter-
esting take on the driving forces that led 
white women in the 1830s to take up the 
cause of the “colored” orphans. These 
forces were two-fold; the first was a pa-
ternalistic attitude in which these women 
hoped to save the orphans’ souls by in-
stilling a strict Protestant moral code they 
felt was missing in the “colored” race. 
The founders made a point to avoid any 
talk of social equality or amalgamation 
and fostered an “us vs. them” mentality 
by refusing to turn to the black commu-
nity for guidance and support. 
 The second was the desire of the 
founding women to pursue work out-
side the home that would not upset the 
strict gender roles of the time. Their race 
deemed them superior to the children 
they were serving, so they were able to 

take on an empowered and authoritative 
role that would otherwise have been for-
bidden without de-feminizing themselves.
 Seraile then follows the Colored 
Orphan Asylum over a century, as it 
grows in size by opening itself up to half-
orphans, abused and neglected children, 
and delinquent children. He continues to 
analyze the recurrent issues the Asylum 
faces over time. These include the need 
for a trained and professional staff to 
meet the demands of a challenging popu-
lation, the budget constraints that make 
it difficult to retain qualified staff, and 
the movement from an agency whose re-
sponsibility is to provide placement to an 
agency whose responsibility is to provide 
safety and permanence. 
 Whereas it is clear that Seraile 
was meticulous in his research of the 
Asylum’s finances, management, and 
individual cases, he has difficulty inte-
grating the research data into a cohesive 
discussion of the topic at hand so that 
the reader becomes focused on the data 
rather than on the storyline. Nonethe-
less, Angels of Mercy presents a fascinat-
ing history of one agency’s journey and 
perseverance over more than a century.
 Angels of Mercy is relevant to all social 
workers as a reminder of the importance 
of cultural competency in social work 
practice and is of particular relevance 
to any social worker in the child welfare 
field, as well as social work students 
and teachers in the areas of both direct 
service and administration. Many current 
social workers can no doubt draw paral-
lels between the difficulties experienced 
by the Asylum staff and the issues faced 
by child welfare staff of today. 

Reviewed by Alexandra Kline, LGSW, Social 
Worker, D.C. Child and Family Services 
Agency.

The Whole-Brain Child: Revolutionary 
Strategies To Nurture Your Child’s Developing 
Mind, by Daniel J. Siegel, M.D., and Tina 
Payne Bryson, Ph.D., Delacorte Press, New 
York, 2011, 168 pages, $24.00 USD/$27.00 
CDN.

 World renowned author and neuro-
psychiatrist Daniel Siegel and pediatric 
and adolescent psychotherapist and 
parent consultant Tina Payne Bryson 
form a dynamic duo in this “must have” 
volume.  It was written to help parents 
understand their children using informa-
tion gleaned from neuroscience. The 
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genius of this book is its clear and simple 
delivery of theory and practice. Finally, 
neuroscience made easy!  
 Siegel and Bryson set out to give 12 
strategies for understanding children with 
the brain in mind. The right brain and its 
emotions dominate the logic of the left 
brain in young children. They remind 
us that the brain undergoes significant 
changes during the first few years of life 
and then again during the teen years 
into adulthood. The human brain is not 
fully developed until the mid-twenties. 
This would explain why parents think 
it can take so long for reason and good 
decision-making to prevail in the lives of 
their children.  
 The six chapters are structured to 
provide real life situations that parents 
of younger children typically deal with:  
temper tantrums, irrational fears, lack 
of consideration for others, anxiety, 
disappointment.  Each chapter includes 
illustrated (comic style) examples of how 
to intervene with children and ends with 
an invitation for parents to reflect on 
their own experiences. All of these ele-
ments are woven together with strands of 
information about the developing brain 
of a child.
 Siegel and Bryson’s brilliance is 
shown in their unique descriptions 
of the brain. Some examples are: the 
upstairs (middle pre-frontal cortex) and 
downstairs brain (primitive), building 
a staircase to integrate the upstairs and 
downstairs brain, understanding the dif-
ference between upstairs and downstairs 
tantrums. Their use of simple phrases 
such as: “connect and redirect,” “name 
it to tame it,” “engage, don’t enrage,” 
“use it or lose it,” “move it or lose it,” 
“let the clouds of emotion roll by,” 
“use the remote of the mind,” “connect 
through conflict,” and “argue with a ‘we’ 
in mind,” make learning new brain facts 
interesting and easy to remember. The 
book is complete with a “Refrigerator 
Sheet,” which summarizes the basics of 
The Whole-Brain Child. In addition, the 
authors include a reference guide that 
outlines the stages of child development, 
types of brain integration, whole-brain 
strategies, and applications. 
 Siegel and Bryson state that the 
focus in The Whole-Brain Child is from 
birth to pre-teens. I was disappointed 
that this book didn’t include adolescents, 
although many ideas can be modified 
for use with teens.  It would be ideal if 
the authors would write another volume 
to address the whole-brain teenager and 

young adult, thereby assisting parents 
who struggle to navigate the latter 
stages of parenting. That being said, this 
material is a wonderful primer for any 
parent-to-be, early childhood educa-
tors, teachers, and medical and helping 
professionals. For those who would like a 
simple explanation of neuroscience, this 
is a good place to start. This book will 
help any professional grasp the basics of 
brain science and how it intersects with 
the developmental stages of childhood.
 The Whole-Brain Child is another 
one of Siegel’s masterpieces and a great 
debut for Bryson. Their combined effort 

to integrate practical applications of 
neuroscience to the most important job 
in the world, parenting, is long overdue.  
I would highly recommend this work 
to anyone who works with, lives with, 
or engages with children. You won’t be 
disappointed!  

Reviewed by Patricia Berendsen RMFT, 
RSW, SEP, OAMFT/AAMFT-approved 
supervisor, clinician with the Clinical Sup-
ports program of the Centre for Children and 
Families in the Justice System of the London 
Family Court Clinic in London, Ontario.
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Kryss Meets Career

As this is the time of year when it is customary to make 
resolutions, I’ve decided to share mine with you.  

 This year:

1. I will be better at utilizing the amazing 
network of social workers who are willing to 
guide a newer member of the group. 

  I will participate in social work chats, I will attend webinars, 
I will be more active at NASW chapter meetings. I will be less 
afraid of “bothering” someone and more afraid that not asking 
will cause me to miss out on knowledge others want to share.  

2. I will encourage others to become more 
active in the politics happening around 
them.  

 With everything from our next President to same-sex mar-
riage to teachers’ unions to a woman’s right to choose being 
debated on, it is important that open-minded people stand to-
gether in our votes, so that the folks at the top don’t create laws 
that will further hinder our clients.

3. I will put myself and my needs first more 
often.  

 Although this field so often causes me to feel that there is al-
ways more I could be doing—more I could be giving—I will keep 
in mind that burning myself out benefits no one. I will check 
massage schools for discount offers, I will buy myself flowers 
every so often, and I will not feel guilty for using the vacation/
sick/personal time off that I have earned.

4. I will become more educated in financial 
matters.  

 In a field where most don’t make much, where new laws 
and aid are coming up every day, it is more important than ever 
that we each take the time to understand our companies’ retire-
ment options, our flexible spending account opportunities, and 
what’s changing within the laws of student loan repayment.  

5. In addition, I will remember that I vote with 
every dollar I spend. 

 I refuse to spend my money at stores that promote inequal-
ity, child labor, or political beliefs I disagree with. Even though 
low prices are great, I will not allow saving a few dollars to 

mean I am using my money to contribute to the very things my 
clients battle daily.

6. I will give at least two complements per 
day.  

 These may come when someone is especially helpful or 
when I notice how great the color of someone’s sweater looks 
when she sits next to me on the subway. The reasons aren’t so 
important.  What is important is that I take a minimum of two 
moments each day to acknowledge how much better a minute 
or even a split second was simply because of others’ involve-
ment, and that I perhaps create a chain of kindness that will 
continue long after I’ve finished the task or left the subway 
platform.

7. I will branch out.  

 I will learn both about the topics related to my current 
client population and about other populations, because the 
biopsychosocial perspective teaches us that everything is inter-
related. As the saying goes, “Well read is well said!”

8. More than anything else, though, I will be 
happier more often. 

 I will learn to wake up and see the sunshine before the 
early time on the clock. I will surround myself with things and 
people that make me happy and rid myself of everything else. I 
will be grateful for all I have and put more effort into showing 
the people I love how much I appreciate their presence in my 
life.

 Happy 2012, Everyone!  

Kristen Marie (Kryss) Shane, LMSW, 
earned her B.S. at The Ohio State Uni-
versity and her MSW at Barry University. 
She currently resides in the New York 
City area. Her professional foci are in the 
areas of LGBTQI issues and in the elder 
population. She is a regular guest speaker 
at Columbia University, where she gives 
professional trainings on making profes-
sionals, agencies, and companies more inclusive. She has aided in 
the introduction of Gay Straight Alliances in numerous high schools; 
marched in the National Equality March in Washington, D.C.; rallied 
for non-discrimination laws in numerous states; and she continues to 
advocate for LGBTQI and elder rights on the local, state, and federal 
levels. In addition, she is on staff at socialworkchat.org and is a colum-
nist and the 2011 blogger for The New Social Worker, where her weekly 
thoughts can found at: http://blog.socialworker.com/search/label/Kryss.

A Social Worker’s Resolutions
by Kristen Marie (Kryss) Shane, MSW, LMSW
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Since the United States Supreme 
Court ruled in Roe v. Wade in 
1973, there has been a war on 

women’s sexual and reproductive 
health. From the most recent Amend-
ment 26 (also known as the “person-
hood” bill) vote in Mississippi, the 
Department of Health and Human 
Service’s (HHS) mandate that health 
insurance companies cover birth con-
trol without co-pay, to the Food and 
Drug Administration’s recommendation 
that Plan B (also known as emergency 
contraception) be sold over the coun-
ter (and HHS’ subsequent veto of that 
recommendation), countless legislation 
has been introduced on the state and 
federal levels to limit women’s access 
to adequate and much needed medical 
services, including birth control options 
and abortion. More than ever, social 
workers are needed in the fight to make 
sure that women’s sexual health and re-
productive justice is not compromised. 
 I’m new to social work, but have 
been involved in various aspects of the 
sexual and reproductive justice move-
ment for nearly 10 years. What drew 
me to social work were the limitless 
possibilities to help others, from work-
ing one-on-one in a counseling session 
to being an executive director of a 
nonprofit. I have found social workers 
in a variety of positions, and it always 
amazes me. Reproductive justice recog-
nizes the intersections of social, politi-
cal, and economic structures that work 
to empower women to make healthy 
decisions about our bodies, sexuality, 
our families, and our communities. 
Social work compliments this, because 
we advocate for our clients within these 
structures, and bringing more social 
workers into the reproductive justice 
framework will further bring women’s 
reproductive rights to the forefront, as 
well as highlight social work as a whole. 

 In 2010, we saw the beginning of 
efforts to restrict access to medical and 
social services, including much needed 
services such as breast exams, cancer 
screenings, abortion, and birth control. 
Instead of focusing on more obvious 
matters, such as job creation and the 
economy, lawmakers across the country 
introduced 1,000 bills, including the Stu-
pak Amendment, which sought to under-
mine women’s health. The year 2011 also 
saw some awful bills focused on women’s 
sexual and reproductive health, and with 
the 2012 election season underway, so 
much is at stake. How we collectively ad-
vocate for women can have a positive or 
negative impact on the future of women’s 
sexual and reproductive health. 
 The National Association of Social 
Workers has provided several recom-
mendations, including defining our 
role as social workers within women’s 
health, educating more social workers 
on women’s health and how dis-
crimination affects how women access 
sexual and reproductive health services, 
supporting policies that advocate for 
positive women’s health objectives, and 
advocating for federal and state fund-
ing for research that can better connect 
social work with women’s health. We 
can use the NASW’s recommenda-
tions to advocate for sound policies that 
help women to make knowledgeable 
decisions regarding their sexual and 
reproductive health. We can go out into 
our communities and into the com-
munities of the populations we serve 
to bring awareness to the importance 
of healthcare and the importance of 
being informed about policies that are 
set to derail a woman’s right to make 
the best decisions for her health. We 
can make lobby visits and speak with 
legislators on key policies that affect 
women’s health (as well as thank those 
legislators who support legislation that 

makes sexual and reproductive health 
care accessible for all women). We can 
develop programs and interventions in 
our agencies and practices to provide 
women and girls with strategies to keep 
their sexual health safe, as well as edu-
cate our staff on sexuality, sex educa-
tion, and advocacy. 
 As social workers, we often are on 
the frontline, combining our responsi-
bility to social justice and the ethics of 
what social work stands for to advocate 
for a wide array of causes for an even 
bigger array of populations. It is espe-
cially evident in underrepresented com-
munities, where poverty, inadequate 
access to healthcare services, discrimi-
nation, and the “isms” (racism, sexism, 
and heterosexism, among others) create 
multiple barriers to having an adequate 
quality of life. 
 In 2012, we have to hold fast to our 
ethics and vision for a better country 
for women to live in. Women deserve 
to live in a country where our sexual 
and reproductive rights are no longer 
trampled on, where young women 
receive the best and medically accurate 
information in order to make the best 
decisions for their health and lives, and 
legislators are not constantly finding 
ways to limit women’s choices. As social 
workers, we are in a perfect position 
to be the best advocates for women’s 
sexual and reproductive health.

Nicole Clark, MSW, lends her expertise as 
a consultant with nonprofits and com-
munity groups who want to improve their 
approach to developing culturally relevant 
and youth and/or gender-positive program-
ming, campaigns, and initiatives. She has 
a B.A. in psychology from Spelman College 
and a Master of Social Work degree from 
the Columbia University School of Social 
Work. Based in New York City, her Web 
site is http://www.nicole-clark.com.

What Every New Social Worker 
Needs to Know About...

Infusing Social Work and Reproductive Justice 
To Advocate for Women’s Sexual Health

by Nicole Clark, MSW Nicole Clark
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Tech Topics
Facebook announced in December 

2011 a new partnership with the 
Substance Abuse and Mental Health 

Services Administration (SAMHSA) 
and the National Suicide Prevention 
Lifeline 1-800-273-TALK. Through the 
new service, Facebook users who see a 
suicidal comment posted by a friend can 
report this to Facebook using the “Report 
Suicidal Content” link or the report links 
found throughout Facebook. Facebook 
will then send an e-mail to the person 
who posted the suicidal comment, en-
couraging him or her to call the National 
Suicide Prevention Lifeline or to click on 
a link to begin a confidential chat session 
with a crisis worker.
 With 800 million active users, 
Facebook has the potential to make an 
enormous impact with this new service.  
 “Facebook and the Lifeline are to be 
commended for addressing one of this na-
tion’s most tragic public health problems,” 
says Surgeon General Regina M. Benja-
min, MD, MBA. “Nearly 100 Americans 
die by suicide every day—36,035 lives 
every year. These deaths are even more 
tragic because they are preventable.”
 Social worker Brad A. Palmertree, 
BSW, who is co-chair of the Gay, Les-
bian, and Straight Education Network 
(GLSEN) of Middle Tennessee, says of 
the partnership, “[It] is a natural pro-
gression of social service professionals 
meeting the clients where they are. Social 
media has become a place where individ-
uality and personal expression is not just 
accepted but expected and embraced. So 
it’s only natural that life’s troubles show 
up alongside its triumphs.” 
 He adds, “I think it’s a wonderful step 
in the right direction. As someone who 
works daily on creating and maintain-
ing safe spaces for lesbian, gay, bisexual, 
transgender, or questioning (LGBTQ) 
youth, social media has been a double-
edged sword. It allows young people to 
freely express themselves while building 
community with others who are navigat-
ing the murky waters of adolescence 
with an identity that is not always easily 
accepted or understood. But it also allows 
for a space where the bullies come at full 
force, often anonymously. Those who self-
identify as LGBTQ, or even those who 
do not but are labeled as such because of 
preconceived gender norms, are bullied 
and harassed at a rate much higher than 

their heterosexual and cisgender coun-
terparts. When school is not a safe haven 
and neither is home, LGBTQ youth turn 
to the Internet to seek answers, counsel-
ing, or simply validation.”
 The Lifeline has actually partnered 
with Facebook since 2006, but the new 
partnership adds the option of chatting on-
line with a crisis counselor. John Draper, 
Ph.D., the Lifeline’s project director, says, 
“We have heard from our 
Facebook fans and oth-
ers that there are many 
people in crisis who don’t 
feel comfortable pick-
ing up the phone. This...
provides a way for them to get the help 
they need in the way they want it.”
 Ellen Fink-Samnick, MSW, ACSW, 
LCSW, of EFS Supervision Strategies 
LLC, believes the new collaboration, “on 
face value alone...is a promising means 
to enhance suicide intervention.” How-
ever, like others, she thinks that related 
ethical concerns warrant equal attention.  
“Courtesy of rapidly emerging technology 
innovation, the framing of professional 
ethics has changed from ‘what one does 
while nobody watches,’  to ‘what one does 
while everyone watches, 24/7 in cyber-
space,’ ” she points out.
 For social workers and other clinical 
professionals who may be involved in 
these efforts, Fink-Samnick says ethical 
concerns include:

•	 State-to-state licensure: It would seem  
there is a high likelihood that professionals 
will find themselves practicing across state 
lines as they assess clients in cyberspace. 
Will the professionals be appropriately 
licensed, credentialed in all jurisdictions?  

•	 With respect to “duty to warn,” what will 
the turn-around time be from identifica-
tion to assessment to intervention? 

•	 How will professional liability be addressed?

 Others have brought up concerns 
about privacy and “Big Brother”-like 
worries. What happens when Facebook 
sends an e-mail to a suicidal user, and 
that e-mail address is a shared address 
with the user’s spouse, parents, children,  
or co-workers? Is this a violation of the 
person’s health information privacy? And 
if so, is it excusable, given that it is for the 
purpose of saving the person’s life? Does 
the answer to this question depend on 

who is employed by Facebook to perform 
this task? And while we’re at it, what is 
a social worker’s responsibility when he 
or she comes across suicidal content, on 
Facebook or elsewhere online?
 Any effort to prevent suicide is com-
mendable. At the same time, the best 
way to implement this plan is yet to be 
seen. The suicide reporting tool may be 
hard to find. There is no obvious “Report 
Suicidal Content” button in big red let-
ters. (See http://idealab.talkingpointsmemo.
com/2011/12/facebook-explains-report-suicid-
al-content-tool.php for an explanation of 
how it works and where it is located.)
 “I am eager to see how Facebook 
and its partners increase awareness of this 
new suicidal behavior flagging tool, how 
they continue to streamline the...process, 
which at the present time seems difficult 
to find and cumbersome to use, how the 
partnership develops, and how they roll 
out pertinent information to their users 
in a timely manner,” comments Karen 
Zgoda, MSW, LCSW, ABD, a social 
work doctoral candidate at Boston Col-
lege and former technology columnist for 
THE NEW SOCIAL WORKER. 
 She points out that typing “suicide” 
into Facebook’s search box takes users 
to a page (https://www.facebook.com/help/
search/?q=suicide&ref=ts) that may help 
someone directly, adding, “I wonder how 
someone who is in crisis or who is trying to 
help a friend in crisis would get to this infor-
mation via Facebook as quickly as possible.”
 Despite questions during this early 
stage of implementation, Palmertree is 
hopeful that the new partnership can help 
save the lives of people like Jacob Rogers, 
a young man in Ashland City, TN, who 
took his own life in early December 2011 
after reaching out on Facebook, just days 
before the partnership was announced.
 “When they reach out, it’s our 
responsibility as friends, family members, 
neighbors, and community members to 
take notice,” says Palmertree. “Friends 
and family say that Jacob Rogers was 
bullied and harassed daily because he 
identified as gay. Like most teenagers, 
Jacob had a Facebook profile. The day of 
his death, Jacob reached out to his Face-
book friends several times. It’s hard to say 
that Jacob would still be alive if this tool 
had been available (and utilized), but it’s 
nice to know that it’s there to help prevent 
other similar tragedies from occurring.”

Facebook and Suicide Prevention
by Linda May Grobman, MSW, LSW, ACSW

http://idealab.talkingpointsmemo.com/2011/12/facebook-explains-report-suicidal-content-tool.php
https://www.facebookcom/help/search/?q=suicide&ref=ts
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Is civility dead? It has been said that 
chivalry is dead, but have we lost 
civility, too? Do we live in such a 

fast-paced world that we no longer have 
the time to be considerate toward others? 
Are we so wrapped up in technology that 
we have lost our connection with and 
compassion for social interaction? If we 
think about our recent experiences at the 
DMV, the airport, a crowded mall, or 
even the parking lot at our local grocery 
store, we may begin to believe that civil-
ity may be dead, or a least in need of 
resuscitation. Graciousness and common 
courtesy seem only to be concepts from 
a by-gone era. Random acts of kindness 
seem to be less common, while random 
acts of violence appear on the rise. Do 
we live in a society where respect and 
consideration for others is going by the 
wayside? Dr. P. M. Forni believes we 
may be headed in that direction and has 
penned a book, Choosing Civility: The 
Twenty-Five Rules of Considerate Conduct (St. 
Martin's Griffin, 2003, ISBN: 978-0-312-
30250-4), to help guide us back on track. 
 Before reading Forni’s enlighten-
ing and thought-provoking book, I 
wondered how so many of us, including 
myself, had gotten so far off course. After 
reading this book, I realized that it has 
been a slow and steady decline. We have 
fallen prey to a slippery slope resulting 
from a lack of empathy and personal re-
straint. Without being consciously aware 
of our behavior or fully engaged in our 
actions, we tend to make minor social 
faux pas. As these faux pas become more 
widely accepted, or at least tolerated, 
they slowly become the norm. 

What I Have Learned

 In Part I of the book, Forni high-
lights the importance of going beyond 
our Selves in order to see our everyday 
encounters as a We mentality, rather 
than an Us versus Them outlook. How 
we operate affects more than just our-
selves. Our behavior is impressionable 
upon everyone around us. Knowing this, 
we need to use our words and actions 
with a great deal of responsibility and 
reserve. We also need to remain account-
able for those words and actions, should 
we use them unjustly. 

 The author covers this nicely in 
Part II with his twenty-five rules. Rule 
Number Seven, “Don’t Speak Ill,” 
speaks to the sentiment noted above. 
In addition, it touches on a relatively 
modern form of unjust discourse 
that is due to the anonymity of In-
ternet chat rooms, online message 
boards, and blogs. At this point, it 
looks as if civility does not stand a 
chance when one hides behind a 
screen name. 
  Furthermore, he explains 
that simply not speaking ill of 
someone is not enough. To 
be civil, we must also “Speak 
Kindly” (Rule Number 
Six). He points out that this 
includes communicating with both 
words and body language. Besides speak-
ing kindly, he reminds us that “Listen-
ing” (Rule Number Four) is a critical ele-
ment of civility, as well. Obviously, one 
should know that listening and speaking 
go together. However, the author clarifies 
that listening is more than just hearing 
what the other person is saying. It is 
about “listening with no other intention 
than that of listening” (p. 51). How often 
do we really commit ourselves to the 
other person’s needs and not just “disre-
gard (their exchange) and proceed” (p. 
51)? I internalized this detail, as I know I 
am guilty of this gaffe myself. Too often, 
I am thinking about how I am going to 
respond or what I can say to turn the 
conversation in a different direction. As a 
future social worker, I am aware that this 
is a bad habit that may cause me to miss 
the underlying messages my clients may 
be conveying. 

What I Thought I Knew

 I do not think Forni has taught us 
anything we do not already know about 
ourselves. For the most part, we have 
been trained, at a very young age, how 
to conduct ourselves in a socially appro-
priate manner. In Part III, he has shown 
me that although I have these abilities, I 
do not always exercise them. He has not 
asked anything of me that I do not have 
the power to accomplish. Instead, he has 
raised my awareness to the fact that I 
take these important rules for granted. I 

am 
guilty of get-
ting caught up in everyday 
life and not paying close attention to 
my actions. In turn, I act in a manner in 
which many of the 25 rules are not fol-
lowed. 
 I believe that everyone could benefit 
from reading this text. The author dis-
cusses such basic, yet extremely impor-
tant, concepts. This book could certainly 
enrich the lives of anyone, including 
those working in the social work field. 
 As a social work student, I witnessed 
a great deal of adherence to the Rules 
of Civility in my fieldwork setting. This 
gives me great hope, not only for the 
social work profession I will soon be 
entering, but also for the young chil-
dren of today. Positive role models who 
demonstrate a disciplined use of self are 
a great asset to those involved in social 
services. Maybe some of them have 
already read this book and are making 
a conscious effort. Maybe it just comes 
naturally for some. I believe I am a more 
mindful person after reading this book. 
Perhaps social work professionals would 
all become more cognizant if this book 
became as secondary as the DSM-IV? 
One may never know...but one can hope.

Patti Sabla is an MSW candidate at Widener 
University in Chester, PA. She is currently an 
intern therapist at the South Jersey Healthcare 
Behavioral Wellness Center in Vineland, NJ. 
She wrote this article as a student in the Rich-
ard Stockton College social work program.

Choosing Civility
by Patti Sabla
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